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  DEVELOPMENT  OF  STUDY  DESIGN                                     

(PILOT  STUDIES) 

B1. Design Requirements 

The initial design requirements for the test battery were: 

• Could be issued remotely and accessed on various devices e.g. computers/ laptops. 

• Able to present customisable questionnaires, neurobehavioral and cognitive tests.  

• Log and record accurate time, date, participant ID’s and responses to 

questionnaires and tests that could be exported for analysis. 

• Logging of data had to be secure and only accessible to the research team. 

Inquisit Web software fulfilled the requirements for the test battery. Inquisit is a precision 

psychological testing tool which offers an extensive library of psychological testing 

paradigms based on coded scripts that are bespoke to the software. The coded scripts are 

open access and were customised for the outcomes of the research questions.  

B1.1. Pilot Studies 

To ensure the efficiency of the produced test battery two pilot tests were conducted. The 

first pilot test was conducted so direct user feedback could be given and observations could 

be made by the researcher. Whilst the second pilot test was used to confirm whether 

testing could be conducted remotely and to check data collection. 

B1.2. Pilot Study 1 

10 PhD students and academics at London South Bank University were recruited to trial the 

four isomorphic variations and so the base line test could be trialled twice. Seven of the ten 

participants could attend a group testing session conducted in a computer lab at London 

South Bank University. The remaining three participants were unavailable, so alternative 

times were arranged to complete the pilot on a 1:1 basis.  

Before the participants started the test, they were given a participant number and briefed 

on the reasons for the pilot test. They were asked to read and follow the installation 

instructions for the Inquisit software to run and once completed they were asked to raise 

their hand and wait. Once the instruction sheet was issued the researcher noted any issues 

raised during the installation procedure and the time taken for the first and last participant 

to complete the installation process. When everyone had successfully installed the 

software, the participants were then asked to start the test and were reminded to read the 
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on-screen instructions fully before starting each test. The researcher recorded any 

issues/questions raised during the session, the time taken for the first and last participant 

to complete the test battery and made observations whilst the participants carried out the 

tasks. The subsequent 1:1 session was run in the same format but on different days and in 

differing locations.  

The initial pilot study identified: 

• Test instructions and the amount of text that participants were required to 

read needed to be reduced/improved, particularly before the Data Checking, 

Choice Reaction, Stroop and Working Memory Tests. 

• Timings of the page transitions needed refinement. 

• Data Checking task failed in testing due to a timing/transition error. 

• Clothing questionnaire options were missing ‘leggings’ as an option.  

• Confusion about of the term ‘Eyes Smarting’ within the health and well-being 

questionnaire 

• Participants accidently skipped a ‘page’ of questions during the questionnaire.  

• Presentation of the mood questionnaire meant that people missed/ forgot to 

answer the question in full. 

• Conflict and clarity with the instructions for the Plus and Minus Task was 

needed. It was felt quite difficult because data needed to be written in the 

Work booklet and entered on the computer. 

• On-screen page numbers didn’t correspond with the booklet 

Post testing the researcher reviewed the feedback from the participants and addressed the 

issues and concerns of the participants. A key change in the design of the test battery was 

to use animated images rather than texts to inform participants of how to carry out the 

tests.  

B1.3. Pilot Study 2 

This pilot was issued to 5 participants remotely and the participants conducted the test 

without the presence of the researcher in the room. This trialled the method that the test 

battery would be given to participants within the actual study and tested the 

improvements/changes made to the test battery including the incorporation of informative 

gifs.    

The key feedback given from the participants within the initial pilot study was the following: 

• Font Size varied throughout the test battery. 
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• Spelling Errors. 

• Number Search Test – On-screen timer was distracting whilst conducting the 

task.  

• Inquisit did not record answers correctly for the Grammar Task. 

• Didn’t understand one of the Health and Well-being questions. 

All the comments made were corrected or improved upon within the final version of the 

Test Battery. The final design of the on-screen test battery and booklet is presented in 0. 
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 TEST  BATTERY  AND  TEST  BOOKLET 

C1. Test Battery
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C2. Test Booklet 

One of the four versions of the test booklet used. 
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  CALIBRATION  &  POST  PROCESSING 

D1. Lux Sensors 

Using differing data loggers in Office A (DT500) and B (DT80) meant that a data correction 

was required to ensure the data output from the two loggers was accurate and consistent 

between loggers and offices. This was caused by the difference in the input voltage that the 

two loggers could receive. The logger situated in Office A (DT500) was specified to receive 

input voltages of ±25 mV where the Office B logger could tolerate voltages of ±30 mV which 

is equal to the output voltage of the EKO-ML-020S-O lux sensors that operated within (0-

30mv on a scale of 0-150,000 lux). Therefore, the data collected by the lux sensors 

connected to the Office A (DT500) datalogger was recording on a different scale to the data 

collected in Office B (DT80). 

A calibration procedure was conducted pre-test phase to produce a polynomial formula 

that could be applied to the data collected on the Office A datalogger during the test 

period. Each of the four lux sensors connected to the Office A (DT500) logger were checked 

for accuracy against an externally calibrated data logger and lux sensor (data logger and 

sensor) the SKL/310 (lux sensor) and Datahog2 (logger).   

The calibration was carried out by positioning the externally calibrated lux sensor next to 

the lux sensors located in Office A under varying lighting conditions whilst the output data 

was recorded on their corresponding data loggers. The calibrated sensor was set to output 

lux values and the sensors to be placed in the test office were set to output mV. A variation 

of illuminance conditions was created using both electric lighting and daylight. The sensors 

located on the north façade of the building were tested under illuminance spans of 0 ≈ 750 

lux and spans of 0 ≈ 1040 lux were created on the south side of the building. This process 

was carried out in the testing offices once all sensors had been set up to ensure each lux 

sensor was exposed to similar lighting conditions that would occur within the test period.  

Multiple readings were taken for each sensor for a period of 2 minutes with a logging 

interval set to 10 seconds. This data was then plotted on a graph and a polynomial equation 

was calculated between the mV and lux data for each of the four sensors.  
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Figure 114. Polynomial Curves applied to Room A Sensors (Lux Sensors 5 -8) 

 

Figure 114 shows the polynomial curves produced between the mV volt output and the 

calibrated sensors lux value for each lux sensor in Office A. This was then applied to the mV 

output data received from the logger during post processing.  

The logger that was used in Office B was able to process the 30mV output signal from the 

EKO-ML-020S-O lux sensors therefore a scaling factor was applied to the DT80 logger to 

convert the readings from the sensors 30mV range to be equivalent to the 0 – 150,000 lux 

scale. 

Once calibrated an accuracy test was then conducted with the polynomial formulae applied 

to the corresponding lux sensor data. The calibrated lux sensor was again positioned next 

to the testing lux sensor for a 2-minute period and measurements were taken every 10 

seconds whilst varying lighting conditions were recreated. The lux values were then 

compared for accuracy. This found that Office A sensors had an accuracy of ±50 lux and in 

Office B accuracy of ±100 lux, over a range of 0 – 1500 lux. This was found to be a 

reasonable difference considering the lux sensors were not positioned in the exact same 

position but side by side during calibration. 
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Air Temperature, Relative Humidity and CO2 : 

Pre-installation the two GS-CO2-RHT-1001 sensors which measured air temperature, RH 

and CO2 were compared for accuracy before the test phase. The sensors were setup side by 

side in a laboratory environment and measurements were logged for 30 minutes at a 

frequency of 60 seconds. When comparisons of the air temperature and RH (Figure 115) 

were carried out the two sensors differed by an average of 0.48% RH and 1.27⁰C. The RH 

reading was within the accuracy threshold given for the sensor (±3% RH), but the air 

temperature was above the accuracy thresholds (± 0.5⁰C). 

An adjustment of 1.27⁰C was applied to the air temperature data collected by the Office B 

data logger to account for this difference.  

 

Figure 115. Comparison between Logger Set-Ups of Relative Humidity and Air 

Temperature. 

 

Further to this a comparison was made between the two sensors and an externally 

calibrated Testo 435-2 Indoor Air Quality Sensor to compare the CO2 measurements. The 

average temperature within the room was recorded at 26⁰C with a RH of 50%. 

Measurements were logged every 60 seconds for comparison for a 30-minute period. 

Figure 116 identifies that the sensor set up for Office A sensor logs data within the accuracy 

tolerance of ±50ppm ±3% of scale. However, Office B records a PPM of between 129 - 

165ppm greater than the calibrated sensor which exceeded the accuracy tolerance.  
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Figure 116. CO2 Comparison between Logger Set-Ups and with Testo 435-2 Calibrated 

Sensor. 

Considering this difference, the Office B sensor was replaced with a CO2 sensor provided by 

the Managing Air for Green Inner Cities (MAGIC) project and calibrated by the MAGIC team. 

The sensor was a Sense Air K33 which has an accuracy of ±15ppm. 

Globe Temperature: 

After the test phase, a calibration was carried out on the globe temperature sensors to 

check the accuracy of the sensors between the differing logging systems. The Office A 

logger (DT500) and the Office B logger (DT80) were both connected to six globe 

temperature sensors during testing. The same sensors and related loggers were setup side 

by side in an environmental chamber alongside two globe temperature sensors that use a 

mercury thermometer as a temperature probe. These sensors require the temperature to 

be read of the thermometer and noted down to take a reading. 
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Figure 117. Sensor Setup for Globe Temperature Calibration 

 

The sensors were setup as shown in Figure 117. An electric radiator was positioned within 

the chamber 1.5m away from the sensor setup and each sensor was positioned an equal 

distance away from the radiator and equal from each other. 

At 15-minute intervals over a period of 5 hours the manual globe temperatures were 

monitored by entering the room, reading the temperature of the two mercury sensors then 

leaving the room (and closing the door). During the 5 hours the radiator thermostat 

temperature was gradually increased until the mercury globe temperature probe reached 

42°C which exceeded the maximum temperature recorded within the test phase.  

The readings from the two mercury sensors were compared for temperature variation 

between the two sensors and maximum of a 1°C difference was found. The difference 

between the six sensors connected to the dataloggers was less than 0.5°C. The results of 

the 6 sensors for each logger were averaged and the two globe temperature sensors were 
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also averaged. The averaged measurements taken are presented in Figure 118. It was 

evident that the average mercury globe temperatures and the Office A Logger were logging 

correctly whereas there was a difference between the Office A Logger and the averaged 

globe measures taken by the Office B Logger.  

 

Figure 118. Average Globe Temperatures of Manual Sensors (X), Office A 

Sensors/Logger (Δ), and the Office B Sensors/Logger (□). 

 

The difference between these values increased as the temperature rose resulting in a 

maximum difference of 7.87°C between the Office A logger and Office B and 9.20°C 

between the mercury globe temperature averages and the Office B logger. 

A polynomial equation was then derived from the temperature difference between logger 

A and logger B and the logger B measurements collected. This equation was then applied to 

the data collected in the test phase to correct the scale of the Office B globe temperature, 

so it matched with the scale of the Office A Logger. Figure 119 represents the polynomial 

that was derived and applied to the globe temperature sensor data for Office B (DT80 

Logger). 
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Figure 119. Average difference in Globe Temperature between Office A and Office B 

Datalogger 

D2. Post Processing 

The process differed for each type of data collected and the actions taken to amend the 

original data collected are explained below. All other data was used as collected. 

D2.1. Internal Objective Environment Data 

Lux Values, Air Temperatures, Relative Humidity and CO2 Data: 

Due to the close frequency of logging (every 10 seconds) a high volume of noise was 

present in the data. The decision was made to exponentially smooth the data to improve 

the legibility of the data during the two-hour period. Exponential smoothing was carried 

using Equation D1.  

�� =  � ∙ �� + 	1 −  �����      (Equation D1) 

St  = Smoothed Statistic 

α  = Smoothing 	weighting� constant = 0.01 

xt  = Weighted Average of the Current Observation 

St-1 = Actual measure in the period 
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Operative Temperature: 

Box Plots were used to identify extreme outliers and removed from the dataset. The data 

was then exponentially smoothed as per Equation D1, and a cumulative moving average 

was applied using the following Equation D2 to replace any missing data points. 

 

-./0 =  
12345 125 1264

7
        	Equation D2� 

 

CMAn  = Cumulative Moving Average 

An-1 =     Actual measure in the previous period 

An  =       Actual measure  

An+1 =    Actual measure in the following period 

 

D3. Test Battery Data 

Data collected from occupants through the test battery was additional amended from data 

gathered from the focus group, this resulted in one participants’ scores for the Working 

Memory Test being removed from the dataset1. 

 
1 During the focus group one participant admitted to cheating when carrying out the Working Memory Test (See 

Appendix F, Line 151 – 167). As this data was identifiable it was removed from the objective productivity dataset 

for the relevant participant. 
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 DATA  COLLECTION  ERROR 

During data collection of the internal objective environment data a number of issues arose 

that meant the number of measures collected for each internal environment measure 

differed (see Table 31, p. 166). This was caused by: 

• The loss of all internal environment data for Test Day 14 in Office B.  

• A malfunctioning CO2 sensor in Office B. 

• Differences in the layout of operative temperature sensors resulted in two 

participants in Office B not being assigned operative temperature data in post-

processing. 

Internal environment data had to be offloaded at the end of each Test Day or the logger 

would reach capacity and overwrite the data collected. Unfortunately on Test Day 14 this 

event occured due to human error.  

The desk positions for two participants in Office B meant that two participants were at a 

greater distance from the operative temperature sensors than the rest of the participants 

in Office A and B. Therefore, operative temperature data for these participants were not 

assigned to these participants in the data post-processing to ensure the method of 

collecting operative data remained consistent for all participants.  

CO2 data, the malfunctioning sensor caused all CO2 measurements in office B to be 

considered unreliable. However, in parallel to this study a separate research project co-

ordinated by Managing Air for Green Inner Cities (MAGIC) (University of Cambridge Centre 

for Mathematical Studies, no date) was simultaneously monitoring and collecting CO2 data 

amongst other air quality measurements in the same Office B. The project co-ordinator of 

the MAGIC project was happy to share their data with the researcher of this study. The 

MAGIC dataset provided CO2 data for all but one Test Day in Office B. Even though the CO2 

dataset was not complete a large proportion of the CO2 data was available and therefore 

the decision was made to include the data within the analysis.   
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  INTERNAL  OBJECTIVE  ENVIRONMENT                                        

BETWEEN  TEST  DAYS   

The box plots in Figure 120 - Figure 125 display the variation in internal measures across 

the test days. The box plots also display the recommended comfort thresholds in reference 

to the values provided in Table 4 of the Literature Review relating to offices for all 

measures expect for operative temperature and air temperature.  

The operative temperature comfort threshold is presented by the Θmax and Θupp which 

defines the adaptive comfort threshold and the absolute maximum threshold as described 

in BS EN 15251 and CIBSE TM52 (BSI, 2015; CIBSE, 2013). 

To calculate the Θmax and Θupp the external air temperatures were further analysed to 

identify the maximum acceptable adaptive comfort threshold (Θmax)2 for occupants in 

relation to Category II3 in BS EN 15251 which considers the exponentially weighted daily 

external air temperatures (Trm). External daily mean air temperatures were calculated from 

data collected every 30 minutes between 9am and 8.30am the following day. Daily mean 

air temperatures of the days in between the test days were also calculated in order to 

calculate the Trm and the Θmax for each test day. The Θmax ranged between 27 °C and 29°C 

throughout the test days. Internal operative temperatures that exceeded the Θmax 

threshold are likely to be found uncomfortably warm for occupants.  

The results relating to the test days are presented in Table F1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2 CIBSE TM52 definition of Θmax is derived from the exponentially weighted running mean outdoor 

air temperature (Trm) and the suggested acceptable temperature range that occupants can tolerate 

(K), see Equation 3 (p. 75) for calculation methodology.  
3 Category II refers to a normal expectation of an occupant for new builds or renovations. See 

Section 3.4.2 (p. 75) for further detail. 
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Date Test Day 

Daily Average Daily Average Daily Average Daily Average 

External Air External Air External Air External Air 

Temperature Temperature Temperature Temperature (°C)    

TTTTrmrmrmrm 

(°C) 

Θmaxmaxmaxmax 

(°C) 

13/07/2017 Pre-Test 19.25 19.94 28.38 

18/07/2017 Test Day 1 21.66 19.90 28.37 

20/07/2017 Test Day 2 17.03 20.62 28.60 

25/07/2017 Test Day 3 18.84 17.01 27.41 

27/07/2017 Test Day 4 16.95 17.28 27.50 

31/07/2017 Test Day 5 18.35 17.59 27.60 

03/08/2017 Test Day 6 18.50 17.99 27.74 

08/08/2017 Test Day 7 15.53 17.88 27.70 

10/08/2017 Test Day 8 16.18 16.37 27.20 

15/08/2017 Test Day 9 19.24 18.35 27.85 

17/08/2017 Test Day 10 19.50 19.05 28.09 

22/08/2017 Test Day 11 19.78 17.52 27.58 

24/08/2017 Test Day 12 18.27 18.13 27.78 

29/08/2017 Test Day 13 19.74 21.21 28.80 

31/08/2017 Test Day 14 16.53 18.96 28.06 
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Figure 120. Office A and Office B Average Illuminance during across test days Open 

(Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions (300 - 500 Lux = dashed line, Δ = 

Mean). 
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Figure 121. Office A and Office B Average Operative Temperatures across test days in 

Open (Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions (Tmax = X, Tupp = *, Δ = Mean). 
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Figure 122. Office A and Office B Average Air Temperatures across test days in Open 

(Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions (Δ = Mean).  
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Figure 123. Office A and Office B Average Relative Humidity across test days in Open 

(Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions (40-50% = dashed line, Δ = Mean). 
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Figure 124. Office A and Office B Average Noise Level (dBA) across test days in Open 

(Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions. (35 – 40 dBA = dashed line, Δ = Mean) 
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Figure 125. Office A and Office B Average CO2 Level (PPM) across test days in Open 

(Orange) and Closed (Blue) Blind Conditions (500 – 1000 PPM = dashed line, Δ = 

Mean). 
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  DETAILED  ANALYSIS  OF  HIERARCHICAL                       

REGRESSIONS 

 Subjective Internal Environment 

Thermal Comfort 

Table G1 presents the results from the regressions relating to Thermal Comfort and this 

section contains a summary of those results: 

Air Temperature Sensation: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 6.79, p < .001), with an R2 0.23. Air 

temperature accounted for 17% of the variance in the sample with operative temperature 

contributed a further 1%, lux contributed 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed 5%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that warmer thermal sensation was predicted by 

the increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.40), relative humidity (Std.β = 0.19) and dBA 

(Std.β = 0.16). 

Air Temperature Preference: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.23, p = 0.04), with an R2 0.09. Air 

Temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample with operative temperature 

contributing a further 2% and the remaining IV’s contributed 4%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants preferring warmer thermal 

conditions was predicted by the decrease in air temperature (Std.β = -0.18) in the first 

model and the increase in CO2 (Std.β = 0.23) when all variables were included in the fourth 

model. 

Air Temperature Acceptability: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.03, p < .001), with an R2 0.18. Air 

Temperature accounted for 16% of the variance and the remaining variables contributed 

1%.   

The standardised β coefficients identify that the air temperature was found to be more 

acceptable was predicted by the decrease in air temperature (Std.β = -0.43). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

AIR TEMPERATURE SENSATIONAIR TEMPERATURE SENSATIONAIR TEMPERATURE SENSATIONAIR TEMPERATURE SENSATION    

How do you feel the air temperature is at this time in the office?         

1   0.17*** 0.17*** 28.45***   

 Air Temperature  
 

 0.41*** 

2   0.18*** < 0.01 1.47   

 Air Temperature  
 

 0.28* 

 Operative Temperature  
 

 0.16 

3  0.18*** < 0.01 1.22  

 Air Temperature    0.28* 

 Operative Temperature    0.14 

 Lux    0.09 

4   0.23*** 0.05 2.75   

 Air Temperature    0.40* 

 Operative Temperature    0.09 

 Lux    0.04 

 RH    0.19* 

 CO2    -0.08 

 dBA    0.16* 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Step 4: RH, CO2, dBA  

AIR TEMPERATURE PREFERENCEAIR TEMPERATURE PREFERENCEAIR TEMPERATURE PREFERENCEAIR TEMPERATURE PREFERENCE    

How would you prefer to feel in your office?         
  

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.79*   

 Air Temperature  
 

 -0.18* 

2   0.05* 0.01 1.85   

 Air Temperature  
 

 -0.02 

 Operative Temperature  
 

 -0.19 

3   0.09* 0.05 1.65   

 Air Temperature    -0.19 

 Operative Temperature    -0.01 

 Lux    -0.05 

 RH    -0.10 

 CO2    0.23* 

 dBA    0.06 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, RH, CO2, dBA     

AIR TEMPERATURE ACCEPTABILITYAIR TEMPERATURE ACCEPTABILITYAIR TEMPERATURE ACCEPTABILITYAIR TEMPERATURE ACCEPTABILITY    

How acceptable do you think the air temperature is at this moment? 
  

1  0.17*** 0.16*** 27.64***   

 Air Temperature  
 

 -0.41*** 

2  0.17*** 0.01 0.01   

 Air Temperature  
 

 -0.40** 

 Operative Temperature  
 

 0.01 

3  0.18*** 0.02 0.73   

 Air Temperature    -0.43** 

 Operative Temperature    0.10 

 Lux    0.06 

 RH    -0.13 

 CO2    0.01 

 dBA    -0.07 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, RH, CO2, dBA     
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Air Quality 

Table G2 present the results from the regressions relating to air quality and this section 

contains a summary of those results: 

Humidity Sensation: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.09, p < 0.001), with an R2 0.18. Air 

temperature accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample, relative humidity with 

contributed a further 5%, operative temperature contributed less than 1% and the 

remaining IV’s contributed 8%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that the occupants felt the conditions were more 

humid was predicted by the increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.36), relative humidity 

(Std.β = 0.35) and the decrease in CO2 (Std.β = -0.25). 

Air Freshness Sensation: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 4.82, p < .001), with an R2 0.18. Air 

temperature accounted for 11%, operative temperature contributed 1% and the remaining 

IV’s contributed 5%.  

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants perceiving fresher air was predicted 

by a decrease in air temperature (Std.β = -0.33) in the first model and by relative humidity 

(Std.β = -0.24) alone when all variables were included in the model. 

Air Odour Preference: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.71, p = 0.016), with an R2 0.10. All IV’s 

contributed to 10% of the variance.   

The standardised β coefficients identify that the perception of odours and fragrances 

becoming more pleasant was predicted by an increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.56) and 

relative humidity (Std.β = 0.20) and a decrease in CO2 (Std.β = -0.19) and operative 

temperature (Std.β = -0.51).  
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    

Change in Change in Change in Change in 

RRRR2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

HUMIDITY SENSATIONHUMIDITY SENSATIONHUMIDITY SENSATIONHUMIDITY SENSATION    

How would you describe the level of humidity at this time in the office?        

1   0.05** 0.05* 6.96*  

 Air Temperature    0.22** 

2   0.10*** 0.06** 8.57**  

 Air Temperature    0.23** 

 Relative Humidity    0.24** 

3   0.10** 0.01 0.14  

 Air Temperature    0.19 

 Relative Humidity    0.24** 

 

Operative 

Temperature 
   0.05 

4   0.18*** 0.08** 4.46**  

 Air Temperature    0.36* 

 Relative Humidity    0.35*** 

 

Operative 

Temperature 
   -0.10 

 Lux    -0.05 

 CO2    -0.25** 

 dBA     0.16 
Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: RH, Step 3: Operative Temperature, Step 4: Lux, CO2, dBA 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

AIR FRESHNESS SENSATIONAIR FRESHNESS SENSATIONAIR FRESHNESS SENSATIONAIR FRESHNESS SENSATION    

How would you describe the freshness of the air at this time in the office?        

1  0.11*** 0.11*** 15.74***  

 Air Temperature    -0.33*** 

2  0.12*** 0.02 2.30  

 Air Temperature    -0.15 

 

Operative 

Temperature 
   -0.21 

4  0.18*** 0.06 2.25  

 Air Temperature    -0.28 

 

Operative 

Temperature 
   -0.11 

 Relative Humidity    -0.24** 

 CO2    0.12 

 dBA    -0.10 

 Lux    0.04 
Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: RH, Lux, CO2, dBA  
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

AIR AIR AIR AIR ODOUR/ FRAGRANCE PREFERENCEODOUR/ FRAGRANCE PREFERENCEODOUR/ FRAGRANCE PREFERENCEODOUR/ FRAGRANCE PREFERENCE    

How would you prefer the level of odours/fragrances experienced to be in the room at this time?        

1   0.11* 0.11* 2.71*   

 Air Temperature   0.56*** 

 Lux    -0.11 

 Operative Temperature  -0.51** 

 Relative Humidity    0.20* 

 CO2    -0.19* 

 dBA    0.04 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Lux, Operative Temperature, RH, CO2, dBA   

 

Acoustic Comfort 

Table G4 presents the results from the regression relating to acoustic comfort and this 

section contains a summary of those results:  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

NOISE SENSATIONNOISE SENSATIONNOISE SENSATIONNOISE SENSATION    

How would you describe the level of noise within the room at present?        

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.61*   

 Air Temperature   -0.18* 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: RH, Operative Temperature, Lux, CO2, dBA   

 

Acoustic Sensation: 

This was found to be significant, (F (1, 140) = 4.60, p = 0.03), with an R2 0.03. Air 

temperature accounted for 3% of the variance.  

The standardised β coefficients identify that a quieter sensation was predicted by air 

temperatures decreasing (Std.β = -0.18).  

Visual Comfort  

Measures relating the Visual Glare Source, Visual Glare Magnitude, Visual Glare Feeling 

were not assessed using regressions as they did not meet the assumptions required. Table 

G5 to Table G7 present the results from the regression relating to the remaining Visual 

Comfort measures and this section contains a summary of those results. 
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Visual Sensation: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 15.19, p < 0.001), with an R2 0.40. Lux 

accounted for 32% of the variance and the remaining IV’s contributed to 8% of the 

variance.  

The standardised β coefficient identify that occupants perceived brighter conditions was 

predicted by increased lux levels (Std.β = 0.62) and decreased operative temperature (Std.β 

= - 0.40) and CO2 (Std.β = -0.25) measures.  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    ββββ    

LIGHTING SENSATIONLIGHTING SENSATIONLIGHTING SENSATIONLIGHTING SENSATION    

How do you find the level of brightness within the room at present?        

                                    

1   0.32*** 0.32*** 65.46***   

 Lux    0.57*** 

2   0.38** 0.08** 3.82**   

 Lux    0.62*** 

 Operative Temperature  -0.43** 

 Relative Humidity   0.06 

 CO2    -0.25*** 

 dBA    -0.08 

 Air Temperature   0.23 
Step 1: Lux Step 2: Operative Temperature, RH, Air Temperature, CO2, dBA   

LIGHTING PREFERENCELIGHTING PREFERENCELIGHTING PREFERENCELIGHTING PREFERENCE    

How would you prefer the lighting to be within the room at present?        

1   0.17*** 0.17** 27.57**   

 Air Temperature   0.40*** 

2   0.17*** 0.01 1.45   

 Air Temperature   0.27* 

 Operative Temperature  0.16 

3   0.23*** 0.05 2.38   

 Air Temperature   0.35* 

 Operative Temperature  0.09 

 Relative Humidity   0.19* 

 Lux    0.04 

 CO2    -0.08 

 dBA    0.16* 
Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature Step 3: Lux, CO2, dBA 
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LIGHTING ACCEPTABILITYLIGHTING ACCEPTABILITYLIGHTING ACCEPTABILITYLIGHTING ACCEPTABILITY    

How acceptable is the lighting within the room at present?  

1   0.10*** 0.10*** 15.96***   

 Lux  
 

 0.32*** 

2   0.18*** 0.07* 2.40*   

 Lux    0.37*** 

 Operative Temperature  -0.05 

 Air Temperature   -0.21 

 RH    0.09 

 CO2    -0.01 

 dBA    -0.09 
Step 1: Air Temperature, Step2: Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, RH, CO2, dBA   

 

Visual Preference: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 6.63, p < 0.001), with an R2 0.23. Air 

Temperature accounted for 17% of the variance, operative temperature contributes less 

than 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed an additional 5%. 

The standardised β coefficient identify that a preference for brighter conditions was 

predicted by an increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.35), relative humidity (Std.β = 0.19) 

and dBA (Std.β = 0.16). 

Visual Acceptability: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 133) = 4.79, p < .001), with an R2 0.18. Lux 

accounted for 10% of the variance and the remaining IV’s contributed 8%.   

The standardised β coefficients identify that when occupants found the level of brightness 

more acceptable this was predicted by an increase in lux levels (Std.β = 0.37).  

Visual Ease with Questionnaire: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 6.24, p < .001), with an R2 0.22. Lux 

levels accounted for 18% of the variance in the sample and all other IV’s contributed a 

further 4%.  

The standardised β coefficients identify that when participants reported that reading the 

questionnaire was easier this was predicted by an increase in lux levels (Std.β = 0.46).  

Visual Glare: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 133) = 3.45, p = 0.003), with an R2 0.14. Lux levels 

accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample, CO2 accounted for 4%, operative 
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temperature and air temperature contributed 2% and the additional IVs contributed a 

further 2% of the variance.  

The standardised β coefficients identify that more glare issues were predicted by a 

decrease in lux levels (Std.β = -0.18) in the first model and a decrease in CO2 (Std.β = -0.30) 

and operative temperatures (Std.β = -0.40) when all environmental variables were included 

in the final model.  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

VISUAL EASE VISUAL EASE VISUAL EASE VISUAL EASE     

Does the lighting at present make it easier or harder to read the questionnaire? 

1   0.18*** 0.18** 31.49**  

 Lux  
 

 0.43*** 

2  0.22*** 0.03 1.57  

 Lux    0.46*** 

 Air Temperature    - 0.11 

 Operative Temperature   -0.05 

 Relative Humidity   0.04 

 CO2   0.08 

 dBA   0.41 

Step 1: Lux Step 2: Operative Temperature, RH, Air Temperature, CO2, dBA   

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

GLARE SENSATIONGLARE SENSATIONGLARE SENSATIONGLARE SENSATION    
Are you experiencing any issues with glare from the computer or on your person whilst sitting at your desk?    

1   0.04* 0.04* 5.01*   

 Lux    -0.19* 

2   0.05** 0.02* 2.75*  

 Lux    -0.15 

 

Operative 

Temperature    
-0.14 

3   0.10** 0.05* 7.35*  

 Lux    -0.14 

 Operative Temperature     -0.18* 

 CO2  -0.22** 

4  0.12**      0.01 2.06  

 Lux  -0.14 

 Operative Temperature  -0.37* 

 CO2  -0.27** 

 Air Temperature  0.22 

5  0.13**      0.01 0.72  

 Lux  -0.16 

 Operative Temperature  -0.39* 

 CO2  -0.29** 

 Air Temperature  0.26 

 Relative Humidity  0.10 

 dBA  0.05 

Step 1: Lux Step 2: Operative Temperature Step 3: CO2 Step 4: Air Temperature, Step 5: RH, dBA 
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View Satisfaction: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 6.76, p < .001), with an R2 0.23. Air 

temperature contributed 9% of the variance in the sample, operative temperature 

contributed 1%, CO2 contributed 2%, lux contributed 11% and the remaining iv’s 

contributed less than 1% of the variance in the sample.  

The std. β identifies that more satisfactory views were reported by occupants was 

predicted by a decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = - 0.36) and an increase in lux 

levels (Std.β = 0.33) when all environmental variables were included in the final model. CO2 

(within the 3rd and 4th model) and air temperature in the 1st model was also found 

significant when fewer environmental variables were included in the model. 

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

VIEW SENSATIONVIEW SENSATIONVIEW SENSATIONVIEW SENSATION    

How satisfied are you with the quality of your view at your current desk location?        

1  0.09*** 0.08*** 13.39***  

 Air Temperature   -0.28** 

2  0.10** 0.01 2.17  

 Air Temperature   -0.12 

 Operative Temperature   -0.19 

3  0.12*** 0.02 3.23  

 Air Temperature   -.010 

 Operative Temperature   -0.31* 

 CO2    -0.17* 

4   0.23*** 0.11*** 18.94***  

 Air Temperature   -0.01 

 Operative Temperature   -0.40* 

 CO2    -0.18* 
 Lux    0.34* 

5  0.23*** 0.01 0.22  

 Air Temperature    -0.03 

 
Operative 

Temperature 
   -0.36* 

 CO2    -0.15 

 Lux    0.33*** 

 Relative Humidity    -0.02 

 dBA    0.11 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: CO2, Step 4: Lux, Step 5: RH, dBA 
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 Subjective Comfort and Productivity 

Subjective Comfort 

Table G8 presents the results from the regressions relating to comfort. This was found to 

be significant, (F (6, 137) = 2.18, p =.049), with an R2 0.09. Air temperature accounted for 

6% of the variance in the sample, operative temperature contributed less than 1% and the 

remaining IV’s contributed 2%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies the perception of more comfortable conditions 

was predicted by a decrease in air temperature (Std.β = - 0.28).  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

OVERALL COMFORT SENSATIONOVERALL COMFORT SENSATIONOVERALL COMFORT SENSATIONOVERALL COMFORT SENSATION    

At this time, how would you rate your overall comfort at your desk location?        

1   0.06** 0.06** 8.82**   

 Air Temperature   -0.24** 

2   0.06* < 0.01 0.01   

 Air Temperature   -0.25 

 Operative Temperature  0.01 

3   0.09* 0.03 1.07   

 Air Temperature   - 0.28* 

 Operative Temperature  < 0.01 

 Lux    0.12 

 Relative Humidity   - 0.16 

 CO2    - 0.01 

 dBA    - 0.07 

Step 1: Air Temperature Step 2: Operative Temperature Step 3: Lux, RH, CO2, dBA RH, dBA 

 

Subjective Productivity 

Table G9 presents the results from the regressions relating to subjective productivity. 

However, the PROD_EXT question which related to external issues potentially affecting 

occupants was not assessed. This was given a tick box question with three choices ‘Yes’, 

‘No’ and ‘Maybe’ and did not meet the regression assumptions. This section contains a 

summary of those results: 

Belief in Productivity being affected: 

This was found to be strongly significant, F (6, 137) = 6.61, p <.001), with an R2 0.23. Air 

temperature accounted for 15% of the variance in the sample, operative temperature and 

lux contributed less than 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed 7%. 
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The standardised β coefficients identifies a more positive belief that their productivity is 

being affected by the surrounding environment was predicted by an increase in air 

temperature (Std.β = 0.62) and relative humidity (Std.β = .28).  

Willingness to exert effort: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 136) = 2.64, p =.019), with an R2 0.10. 

operative temperature accounted for 6% of the variance in the sample and the remaining 

IV’s contributed 4%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies a higher motivation to complete the tacks set was 

predicted by a decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = - 0.44). 

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    R2R2R2R2    Change in R2Change in R2Change in R2Change in R2    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

BELIEF OF THE ENVIRONMENT AFFECTING THEIR WORK PRODUCTIVITY BELIEF OF THE ENVIRONMENT AFFECTING THEIR WORK PRODUCTIVITY BELIEF OF THE ENVIRONMENT AFFECTING THEIR WORK PRODUCTIVITY BELIEF OF THE ENVIRONMENT AFFECTING THEIR WORK PRODUCTIVITY     
To what extent do you believe the environment is impacting your work productivity at this moment?  

1   0.15*** 0.15** 25.53**   
 Air Temperature   0.39*** 

2   0.16*** < 0.01 0.49  

 Air Temperature   0.47*** 
 Operative Temperature  -0.10 

3   0.16*** 0.01 1.15  

 Air Temperature   0.47*** 
 Operative Temperature  -0.12 
 Lux    0.09 

4   0.23*** 0.06* 3.68*  

 Air Temperature   0.62*** 
 Operative Temperature  -0.25 
 Lux    0.04 
 RH    0.28*** 
 CO2    -0.13 
 dBA    0.03 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Step 4: RH, CO2, dBA 

WILLINGNESS TO EXERT EFFORT ON THE TASKS SETWILLINGNESS TO EXERT EFFORT ON THE TASKS SETWILLINGNESS TO EXERT EFFORT ON THE TASKS SETWILLINGNESS TO EXERT EFFORT ON THE TASKS SET    

How willing they were to exert effort on the tasks set at this moment? 

1   0.06** 0.06** 8.77**   

 Operative Temperature  -0.24** 

2   0.10* 0.05 1.40  

 Operative Temperature  -0.44** 

 Air Temperature   0.18 

 Lux    0.15 

 Relative Humidity   -0.05 

 CO2    -0.12 

 dBA    0.04 

Step 1: Operative Temperature Step 2: Air Temperature, Lux, RH, CO2, dBA , RH, dBA   
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 Health and Well-being 

This section presents the results of the regressions relating to health and well-being pre- 

test and post-test. 

Pre-Test  

Table G10 to Table G11 present the results from the regression and this section contains a 

summary of those results: 

Tenseness: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 137) = 3.65, p =.002), with an R2 0.14. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample, air temperature contributed 

1% and the remaining IVs contributed 9%. 

The std. β coefficients identify that occupants’ feeling tenser was predicted by an increase 

in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.48) and a decrease in lux levels (Std.β = - 0.22).  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

MOOD: FEELING TENSEMOOD: FEELING TENSEMOOD: FEELING TENSEMOOD: FEELING TENSE    

How would you describe your mood at present? Tense? 

1   0.04** 0.04** 6.58**   

 Operative Temperature  0.21** 

2   0.05* 0.01 1.24   

 Operative Temperature  0.34* 

 Air Temperature   -0.16 

3   0.14** 0.09* 3.38*   

 Operative Temperature  0.48** 

 Air Temperature   -0.25 

 Lux    -0.22** 

 dBA    -0.10 

 CO2    0.17 

 Relative Humidity   -0.01 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, dBA, CO2, Relative Humidity 

MOOD: FEELING SADMOOD: FEELING SADMOOD: FEELING SADMOOD: FEELING SAD    

How would you describe your mood at present? Sad?  

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.60*   

 Operative Temperature  0.18* 

2   0.07** 0.04* 5.70*   

 Operative Temperature  0.21** 

 CO2    0.20* 

3   0.07* < 0.01 0.02   

 Operative Temperature  0.22 

 CO2    0.20* 

 Air Temperature   -0.02 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: CO2, Step 3: Air Temperature, Step 4: Lux, Relative Humidity, dBA  
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MOOD: FEELING ANXIOUSMOOD: FEELING ANXIOUSMOOD: FEELING ANXIOUSMOOD: FEELING ANXIOUS    

How would you describe your mood at present? Anxieties?  

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.00*   

 Operative Temperature  0.17* 

2   0.10* 0.07 2.08   

 Operative Temperature  0.29 

 Lux    -0.15 

 Air Temperature   -0.08 

 Relative Humidity   -0.06 

 CO2    0.18 

 dBA    -0.11 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Lux, Air Temperature, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

 

Feeling Sad: 

This was found to be significant, (F (3, 140) = 3.47, p =.18), with an R2 0.07. Operative 

temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample CO2 contributed 4%, air 

temperature contributed < 1%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling sadder is predicted by an 

increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.21) and CO2 (Std.β = 0.20) in the 2nd model. 

However, when air temperature was introduced CO2 alone was found to predict the 

response. 

Feeling Anxious: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 137) = 2.42, p =.029), with an R2 0.10. Operative 

temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s 

contributed 7%.  

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling more anxious was predicted 

by an increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.17). 

Feeeling Confused: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 137) =3.07, p =.007), with an R2 0.12. Operative 

temperature accounted for 6% of the variance in the sample, air temperature contributed 

less than 1%, CO2 contributed 3% and the remaining IV’s contributed an additional 2%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants felt more confused was predicted 

by increased operative temperature (Std.β = 0.25) in the 1st model and by CO2 (Std.β = 0.18) 

alone in the 3rd model.  
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Level of Fatigue: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 136) = 2.87, p =.012), with an R2 0.12. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s 

contributed 6%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling more alert was predicted by 

decreased operative temperature (Std.β = -0.37) and increased lux levels (Std.β = 0.21).  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

MOOD: FEELING CONFUSEDMOOD: FEELING CONFUSEDMOOD: FEELING CONFUSEDMOOD: FEELING CONFUSED    

How would you describe your mood at present? Confused?        

1   0.06** 0.06** 9.42**   

 Operative Temperature  0.25** 

2   0.07** 0.01 0.57   

 Operative Temperature  0.16 

 Air Temperature   0.11 

3   0.09** 0.03* 4.54*   

 Operative Temperature  0.28 

 Air Temperature   -0.03 

 CO2  
  0.18* 

3   0.12** 0.02 1.21   

 Operative Temperature  0.28 

 Air Temperature   0.03 

 CO2  
  0.16 

 Lux  
  -0.14 

 Relative Humidity   0.04 

 dBA    -0.07 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: CO2, Step 4: Lux, Relative Humidity, dBA 

DESCRIPTION OF FATIGUEDESCRIPTION OF FATIGUEDESCRIPTION OF FATIGUEDESCRIPTION OF FATIGUE    

How would you describe your state of fatigue at this moment?        

1   0.05** 0.05** 7.77**   

 Operative Temperature  -0.23** 

2   0.11** 0.06 1.84  

 Operative Temperature  -0.37** 

 Air Temperature   0.11 

 CO2  
  -0.05 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Relative Humidity   -0.05 
 dBA    0.08 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: CO2, Lux, Relative Humidity, dBA 
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Post-Test  

Table G12 - Table G17 present the results from the regression relating to the post-test 

health and well-being survey and this section contains a summary of those results: 

Lip Dryness: 

This was found to be significant, (F (1, 140) = 6.20, p =.014), with an R2 0.04. Air 

Temperature accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s were 

not found to significantly contribute to the model. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants perceived that their lips felt less dry 

was predicted by the decrease in air temperature (Std.β = -0.21). 

Skin Dryness: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) =2.74, p =.015), with an R2 0.11. Air 

temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample, operative temperature 

accounted for an additional 3%, dBA accounted for 2% and the remaining IV’s contributed 

the remaining 2% of the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants perceived that their skin felt less dry 

was predicted by the increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.16) in the first model and 

operative temperature (Std.β = 0.45) when all environment measures were included. 

Eyes Smarting/Hurting: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) =2.36, p =.034), with an R2 0.10. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s 

contributed 6% of the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants perceived that their eyes were 

hurting/smarting less was predicted by the decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = -

0.50) and an increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.32). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

LIPS: DRY OR NOT DRY?LIPS: DRY OR NOT DRY?LIPS: DRY OR NOT DRY?LIPS: DRY OR NOT DRY?    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?    Lip dry or not dry? 

1   0.04* 0.04* 6.20*   

 Air Temperature  
 -0.21* 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Lux, Air Temperature, RH, CO2, dBA   

SKIN: DRY OR MOIST?SKIN: DRY OR MOIST?SKIN: DRY OR MOIST?SKIN: DRY OR MOIST?    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?    Skin dry or moist?                

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.09*   

 Air Temperature   0.17* 

2   0.06** 0.04* 5.26*   

 Air Temperature   -0.10 

 Operative Temperature  0.33* 

3   0.08** 0.02 3.06   

 Air Temperature   -0.10 

 Operative Temperature  0.31** 

 dBA    -0.14 

4   0.02* 0.02 1.22   

 Air Temperature   -0.21 

 Operative Temperature   0.45** 

 dBA    -0.12 

 RH    -0.06 

 Lux    -0.08 

 CO2    -0.15 
Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: dBA Step 4: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

EYES: SMARTING/HURTING OR NOT SMARTING/HURTING?EYES: SMARTING/HURTING OR NOT SMARTING/HURTING?EYES: SMARTING/HURTING OR NOT SMARTING/HURTING?EYES: SMARTING/HURTING OR NOT SMARTING/HURTING?    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?    Eyes Smarting / Hurting to Eyes Not 

Smarting/Hurting?    

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.67*   

 Operative Temperature  -0.18* 

2   0.10* 0.06 1.85   

 Operative Temperature  -0.50** 

 Lux    0.14 

 Air Temperature   0.32* 

 Relative Humidity   0.09 

 CO2    -0.15 

 dBA    0.07 
Step 1:  Operative Temperature, Step 2: Lux, Air Temperature, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

 

Experienceing a headache: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.72, p =.016), with an R2 0.11. Air 

Temperature accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, Operative Temperature 

contributed <1% and the remaining IV’s contributed 3% of the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants experiencing fewer headache 

symptoms was predicted by the decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = -0.27). 
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Clarity of Thinking: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.96, p =.010), with an R2 0.12. Operative 

temperature accounted for 8% of the variance in the sample, air temperature contributed 

for an additional 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed 3% of the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants finding it harder to think was 

predicted by the increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.54). 

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

HEADACHE SYMPTOMSHEADACHE SYMPTOMSHEADACHE SYMPTOMSHEADACHE SYMPTOMS    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?     Severe Headache or No 

Headache?  

1   0.07*** 0.07*** 10.79***   

 Operative Temperature  -0.24*** 

2   0.07** < 0.01 0.01   

 Operative Temperature  -0.02 

 Air Temperature   -0.26 

3   0.11* 0.04 1.37   

 Operative Temperature  -0.16 

 Air Temperature   -0.15 

 Lux  
  0.13 

 Relative Humidity   0.05 

 CO2  
  -0.14 

 dBA  
  0.04 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

CLARITY OF THINKINGCLARITY OF THINKINGCLARITY OF THINKINGCLARITY OF THINKING    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?  Head Clear to Difficult to think? 

1   0.08*** 0.08*** 11.48***   

 Operative Temperature  0.28*** 

2   0.09*** 0.02 2.25   

 Operative Temperature  0.45** 

 Air Temperature   -0.22 

3   0.12** 0.03 0.98   

 Operative Temperature  0.54** 

 Air Temperature   -0.25 

 Lux  
  -0.13 

 Relative Humidity   -0.09 

 CO2  
  0.03 

 dBA  
  -0.03 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 
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Feeling Dizzy: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.62, p =.019), with an R2 0.10. Operative 

temperature accounted for 5%, air temperature accounted for < 1% and the remaining IV’s 

contributed 4% to the model. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants perceived that occupants feeling 

dizzy was predicted by the increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.23). 

Feeling Bad or Good: 

This was found to be significant, (F (1, 140) = 7.94, p =.006), with an R2 0.05. Operative 

temperature accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample and none of the remaining IV’s 

contributed to the variance in the model. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling good was predicted by the 

decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = -0.23). 

Concentration Level: 

This was found to be significant, (F (1, 140) = 6.28, p =.013), with an R2 0.04. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s did not 

significantly contribute to the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that concentration was perceived to be easier was 

predicted by the decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = -0.21). 

Happiness / Positivity: 

This was found to be significant, (F (1, 140) = 4.63, p =.033), with an R2 0.03. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 3% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s did not 

significantly contribute to the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that a feeling of positivity was predicted by a 

decrease in operative temperature (Std.β = -0.18). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Dizziness SensationDizziness SensationDizziness SensationDizziness Sensation    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?    Not Dizzy to Dizzy?   

1   0.05** 0.05** 6.74**   

 Operative Temperature  0.22** 

2   0.05* 0.01 0.65   

 Operative Temperature  0.12 

 Air Temperature   0.12 

3   0.10* 0.05 2.04   

 Operative Temperature  0.23 

 Air Temperature   0.02 

 Lux  
  -0.11 

 Relative Humidity   -0.09 

 CO2  
  0.14 

 dBA  
  -0.14 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

General Feeling General Feeling General Feeling General Feeling     

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?    Feeling Bad to Feeling Good?        

1   0.05** 0.05** 7.93**   

 Operative Temperature  -0.23** 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

Ability to Concentrate.Ability to Concentrate.Ability to Concentrate.Ability to Concentrate.    
On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time? Difficult to concentrate - Easy to concentrate?    

1   0.04* 0.04* 6.28*   

 Operative Temperature  -0.21* 

Step 1:  Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

General General General General AttitudeAttitudeAttitudeAttitude    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?         Depressed to Positive? 

1   0.03* 0.03* 4.63*   

 Operative Temperature  -0.18* 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

 

Alert or Sleepy: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.60, p =.021), with an R2 0.10. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, air temperature contributed 

less than 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed to 3% the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling sleepy was predicted by an 

increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.26) in the 1st model and a decrease in a lux 

levels (Std.β = -0.18) when all environmental measures were included. 
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Mental Demand: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.49, p =.026), with an R2 0.10. Air 

temperature accounted for 6% of the variance in the sample, operative temperature 

contributed less than 1% and the remaining variables contributed 3%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that a high mental demand was required for the 

tests was predicted by the increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.24). 

Physical Demand: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.82, p =.013), with an R2 0.11. CO2 accounted 

for 5% of the variance in the sample, air and operative temperature both contributed < 1% 

of the variance and the remaining IV’s contributed 5% to the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that a high physical demand was required for the 

tests was predicted by the increase in CO2 (Std.β = 0.20) and air temperature (Std.β = 0.18) 

in the 2nd model. However, when operative temperature was included in the model an 

increase CO2 alone (Std.β = 0.20) was found to predict a higher physical demand. 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

AlertnessAlertnessAlertnessAlertness    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how do you feel at the present time?      Alert or Sleepy? 

1   0.07** 0.07** 9.98**   

 Operative Temperature  0.25** 

2   0.07** 0.01 0.36   

 Operative Temperature  0.19 

 Air Temperature   0.09 

3   0.10* 0.04 1.30   

 Operative Temperature  0.25 

 Air Temperature   0.06 

 Lux  
  -0.18* 

 Relative Humidity   -0.05 

 CO2  
  0.02 

 dBA  
  0.01 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

Mental Demand RequiredMental Demand RequiredMental Demand RequiredMental Demand Required    

On a scale from 0 to 100, how mentally demanding were the tasks set?  Very Low to Very High? 

1   0.06** 0.06** 8.60**   

 Air Temperature   0.25** 

2   0.06** 0.01 0.28   

 Air Temperature   0.19 

 Operative Temperature  0.08 

3   0.10* 0.04 1.49   

 Air Temperature   0.15 

 Operative Temperature  0.11 

 Lux  
  -0.07 

 Relative Humidity   -0.11 

 CO2  
  0.03 

 dBA  
  -0.13 

Step 1:  Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

Physical Demand RequiredPhysical Demand RequiredPhysical Demand RequiredPhysical Demand Required    

On a scale of 1 to 100, how physically demanding were the tasks set? Very Low to Very High? 

1   0.05* 0.05* 6.54*   

 CO2    0.21* 

2  0.08** 0.03 4.76  

 CO2   0.20* 

 Air Temperature   0.18* 

2   0.08* < 0.01 0.01   

 CO2    0.20* 

 Air Temperature   0.18 

 Operative Temperature  -0.01 

3   0.11* 0.04 1.78   

 CO2   0.17 

 Air Temperature  0.21 

 Operative Temperature  -0.02 

 Lux  
  -0.12 

 Relative Humidity   -0.01 

 dBA  
  -0.14 

Step 1:  Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 
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Effort of Tasks: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) =2.42, p =.03), with an R2 0.10. Air temperature 

accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s contributed to 5% 

the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants felt they worked harder on the 

tasks was predicted by an increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.23). 

Insecure: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.52, p < .001), with an R2 0.20. 

Operative temperature accounted for 8% of the variance in the sample, air temperature 

contributed 2%, dBA contributed 4% and the remaining variables contributed 6%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants felt more insecure when conducting 

the tasks which was predicted by an increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.57) and a 

decrease in air temperature (Std.β = -0.32), dBA (Std.β = -0.22) and relative humidity (Std.β 

= -0.25). 

Discouraged: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 3.28, p =.005), with an R2 0.13. Operative 

Temperature accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample, air temperature contributed 

less than 1%, CO2 contributed 4% and the remaining IV’s contributed 4% to the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that the occupants feeling discouraged was 

predicted by the increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.39) and CO2 (Std.β = 0.22). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    ββββ    

Amount of effort required to achieve level of performance on the Tasks SetAmount of effort required to achieve level of performance on the Tasks SetAmount of effort required to achieve level of performance on the Tasks SetAmount of effort required to achieve level of performance on the Tasks Set    

On a scale of 1 to 100, how hard did you have to work to achieve your level of performance on 

the tasks set overall? Not at all hard to Very hard? 

1   0.05** 0.05** 7.71**   

 Air Temperature   0.23** 

2   0.09* 0.05 1.34   

 Air Temperature   0.37* 

 Lux    0.01 

 Operative Temperature  -0.21 

 Relative Humidity   -0.10 

 CO2    0.03 

 dBA    -0.17 
Step 1:  Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

Feeling Insecure when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Insecure when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Insecure when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Insecure when completing the Tasks Set     

On a scale of 1 to 100, how insecure did you feel whilst completing the tasks set? Not at all 

insecure to Very Insecure? 

1   0.08*** 0.08*** 12.79***   

 Operative Temperature  0.29*** 

2   0.10*** 0.01 1.71   

 Operative Temperature  0.44** 

 Air Temperature   -0.19 

3   0.14*** 0.04* 6.35*   

 Operative Temperature  0.41** 

 Air Temperature   -0.17 

 dBA  
  -0.20* 

4   0.20*** 0.06* 3.49*   

 Operative Temperature  0.57*** 

 Air Temperature   -0.32* 

 dBA  
  -0.22** 

 Lux  
  -0.06 

 Relative Humidity   -0.25** 

 CO2  
  0.16 

Step 1:  Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: dBA, Step 4: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2. 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set     

On a scale of 1 to 100, how discouraged were you whilst completing the tasks set? Not at all 

discouraged to Very discouraged? 

1   0.05* 0.05* 6.55*   

 Operative Temperature  0.21* 

2   0.05* 0.01 0.01   

 Operative Temperature  0.20 

 Air Temperature   0.01 

3   0.09** 0.04* 6.09*   

 Operative Temperature  0.35* 

 Air Temperature   -0.13 

 CO2  
  0.22* 

4   0.13** 0.04 2.18   

 Operative Temperature  0.39* 

 Air Temperature   -0.14 

 CO2  
  0.22* 

 Lux  
  -0.15 

 Relative Humidity   -0.07 

 dBA  
  -0.09 

Step 1:  Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: CO2, Step 4: Lux, Relative Humidity, dBA. 
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Irritated: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.96, p <.001), with an R2 0.21. Operative 

temperature accounted for 12% of the variance in the sample and the remaining IV’s 

contributed to 9% the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling more irritated by the tasks 

was predicted by an increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.59) and CO2 (Std.β = 0.21) 

and a decrease in lux levels (Std.β = -0.23). 

Stressed: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 133) = 6.63, p < .001), with an R2 0.23. 

Operative Temperature accounted for 11% of the variance in the sample, Air Temperature 

contributed less than 1%, and the remaining variables contributed 11%. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling stressed was predicted by 

the increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.58) and CO2 (Std.β = 0.27) and the 

decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = -0.21). 

Annoyed: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.65, p <.001), with an R2 0.20. 

Operative temperature accounted for 11% of the variance in the sample, air temperature 

contributed less than 1% and the remaining IV’s contributed 9% to the variance. 

The standardised β coefficients identify that occupants feeling annoyed was predicted by 

the increase in operative temperature (Std.β = 0.64) and the decrease in lux levels (Std.β = -

0.25). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Irritated when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Irritated when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set    

On a scale of 1 to 100, how irritated were you whilst completing the tasks set? Not Irritated to Very 

Irritated?  

1   0.12*** 0.12*** 18.20***   

 Operative Temperature  0.33*** 

2   0.12*** < 0.01 0.04   

 Operative Temperature  0.36* 

 Air Temperature   -0.03 

3   0.21*** 0.09** 4.02**   

 Operative Temperature  0.59*** 

 Air Temperature   -0.20 

 Lux  
  -0.23** 

 Relative Humidity   -0.14 

 CO2  
  0.21* 

  dBA       -0.02 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA. 

Feeling Stressed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Stressed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Stressed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Stressed when completing the Tasks Set    

On a scale of 1 to 100, how stressed were you whilst completing the tasks set? Not Stressed to Very 

Stressed? 

1   0.11*** 0.11*** 16.45***   

 Operative Temperature  0.33*** 

2   0.11*** < 0.01 0.01   

 Operative Temperature  0.35* 

 Air Temperature   -0.03 

3   0.22*** 0.11*** 4.84***   

 Operative Temperature  0.58*** 

 Air Temperature   -0.24 

 Lux  
  -0.13 

 Relative Humidity   -0.21* 

 CO2  
  0.27** 

  dBA       -0.15 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks SetFeeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set    

On a scale of 1 to 100, how annoyed were you whilst completing the tasks set? Not Annoyed to Very 

Annoyed? 

1   0.11*** 0.11*** 16.46***   

 Operative Temperature  0.32*** 

2   0.11*** 0.01 1.01   

 Operative Temperature  0.44*** 

 Air Temperature   -0.14 

3   0.20*** 0.09** 3.72**   

 Operative Temperature  0.64*** 

 Air Temperature   -0.27 

 Lux  
  -0.25** 

 Relative Humidity   -0.11 

 CO2  
  0.17 

  dBA       -0.01 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: Lux, Relative Humidity, CO2, dBA 
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 Objective Productivity 

Work Type Tests 

From the Work Type tests only one of the three tests analysed found significance. The Data 

Checking and the Grammar test produced no significant regressions. Only those tests with 

significant regressions produced have been presented below. 

Text Typing: 

Table G18 presents the significant results from the text typing test. 

Number of words typed per minute: 

Text typing speed was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 144) = 3.60, p = .002), with an 

R2 0.13. Operative temperature accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, Air 

temperature and CO2 accounted for less than 1% and the remaining environmental 

variables contributed an additional 4%.   

The standardised β coefficients identifies a higher text typing speed was predicted by the 

decrease in Operative Temperature (Std.β = -0.27). However, text typing error and text 

typing accuracy were not found significant. 

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Number of words typed per minute (WPM)Number of words typed per minute (WPM)Number of words typed per minute (WPM)Number of words typed per minute (WPM)                

1   0.07*** 0.07*** 11.47***   

 Operative Temperature  -0.27*** 

2   0.08** 0.01 0.88   

 Operative Temperature  -0.16 

 Air Temperature   -0.13 

3   0.10** 0.02 3.22   

 Operative Temperature  -0.25** 

 Air Temperature  
 0.05 

 CO2  
 0.15 

4  0.13** 0.03 1.87  

 Operative Temperature   -0.28 

 Air Temperature   -0.05 

 CO2   -0.15 

 Lux   0.15 

 Relative Humidity   0.02 

 dBA    0.09 

Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: CO2 Step 4: RH, dBA, Lux.   
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 Cognitive Function Tests 

From the cognitive function tests that were analysed four of the six tests produced a 

significant regression. Choice Reaction and the Short-Term Memory test produced no 

significant regressions. Only those tests with significant regressions produced have been 

presented below. 

Number Search: 

Table G19 presents the significant results from the number search test. 

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Time taken to respond (s)Time taken to respond (s)Time taken to respond (s)Time taken to respond (s)                                    

1   0.07** 0.06** 10.36**   

 Air Temperature    0.26** 

2   0.07** < 0.01 0.03   

 Air Temperature    0.24 

 

Operative 

Temperature    
0.03 

Step 1: Air Temperature, Step 2: Operative Temperature, Step 3: Lux, RH, CO2, dBA     
Accuracy of responses (%)Accuracy of responses (%)Accuracy of responses (%)Accuracy of responses (%)                          
1   0.04** 0.04** 5.71**   

 CO2  
 

 0.20* 

Step 1: CO2, Step 2: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, RH, CO2, dBA     

Time taken to respond: 

Number Search Speed was found to be strongly significant, (F (2, 139) = 5.16, p = .002), 

with an R2 0.07. Air Temperature accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, Operative 

Temperature contributed less than 1% and the remaining environmental variables 

contributed did not significantly contribute to the model. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies a longer time was taken to complete the number 

search was predicted by the increase in air temperature (Std.β = 0.26). 

Accuracy of responses: 

Number Search Accuracy was found to be strongly significant, (F (1, 140) = 5.71, p = .018), 

with an R2 0.04.  CO2 accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample and the remaining 

environmental variables did not significantly contribute to the variance.  

The standardised β coefficients identifies improved accuracy on the number search test 

was predicted by the increase in CO2 (Std.β = 0.20). 
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Processing Speed & Accuracy: 

Table G20 and Table G21 present the significant results from the Processing Speed and 

Accuracy task.  

 

ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Mean time to respond to control stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to control stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to control stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to control stimuli (s)                            

1   0.07** 0.07** 10.05**   

 CO2    -0.26** 

2   0.14*** 0.07** 10.04**   

 CO2    -0.20* 

 Relative Humidity   -0.26** 

3   0.18*** 0.05 2.21   

 Relative Humidity   -0.31*** 

 CO2    -0.18 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Operative Temperature  0.06 

 Air Temperature   < 0.01 

 dBA    -0.07 

Step 1: CO2, Step 2: Relative Humidity, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 

Mean time to respond to incongruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to incongruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to incongruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to incongruent stimuli (s)  
1   0.07*** 0.07*** 11.11***   

 Relative Humidity   -0.27*** 

2   0.09** 0.02 2.20   

 Relative Humidity   -0.24** 

 CO2    -0.12 

3   0.13** 0.05 1.74   

 Relative Humidity   -0.28** 

 CO2    -0.15 

 Lux    0.22** 

 Operative Temperature   -0.12 

 Air Temperature   0.05 

 dBA    -0.06 

Step 1: RH, Step 2: CO2, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 

Mean time to respond to congruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to congruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to congruent stimuli (s)Mean time to respond to congruent stimuli (s)                      
1   0.12*** 0.12*** 18.24***   

 Relative Humidity   -0.34*** 

2   0.19*** 0.08* 2.50*   

 Relative Humidity   -0.36*** 

 CO2    -0.15 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Operative Temperature  0.01 

 Air Temperature   -0.02 

 dBA    -0.13 

Step 1: RH, Step 2: CO2, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 
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Mean time (s) taken to react to control stimuli: 

Processing speed to the control stimuli was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 

5.05, p < .000), with an R2 0.18. CO2 accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, 

Relative Humidity contributed 6% and the remaining environmental variables contributed 

5%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies a longer response time to the control stimuli was 

predicted by the decrease in CO2 (Std.β = -0.20) in the 1st and 2nd model. However, when all 

environmental variables were included a decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = -0.31) and 

an increase in lux (Std.β = 0.21) predicted a poorer performance. 

Mean time (s) taken to react to incongruent stimuli: 

Processing speed to the incongruent stimuli was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 3.44, p 

= .003), with an R2 0.13. Relative Humidity accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, 

CO2 contributed 2% and the remaining environmental variables contributed 4%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies a longer response time to the incongruent stimuli 

was predicted by the decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = - 0.28) and the increase in lux 

(Std.β =  0.22). 

Mean time (s) taken to react to congruent stimuli: 

Processing speed to the congruent stimuli was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 

5.28, p < .001), with an R2 0.19. Relative Humidity accounted for 12% of the variance in the 

sample and the remaining environmental variables contributed 3%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies a longer response time to the congruent stimuli 

was predicted by the decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = - 0.36) and an increase in lux 

(Std.β = 0.21). 

Percentage of control stimuli responded to correctly: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.20, p < .001), with an R2 0.19. CO2   

accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, Relative Humidity contributed 6% and the 

remaining environmental variables contributed 6%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies that an improved accuracy of control stimuli was 

predicted by a decrease in CO2 (Std.β = - 0.18) and relative humidity (Std.β = - 0.32) and an 

increase in lux levels (Std.β = 0.21). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Accuracy of responses to control stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to control stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to control stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to control stimuli (%)     

1   0.07** 0.07** 10.13**   

 CO2    -0.26** 

2   0.13*** 0.07** 10.43**   

 CO2    -0.19* 

 Relative Humidity   -0.26** 

3   0.19*** 0.06 2.29   

 CO2    -0.18* 

 Relative Humidity   -0.32*** 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Operative Temperature  0.05 

 Air Temperature   0.01 

 dBA    -0.08 

Step 1: CO2, Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, RH, dBA   

Accuracy of responses to incongruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to incongruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to incongruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to incongruent stimuli (%)  

1  0.05** 0.05 7.65  

 Relative Humidity   -0.23** 

2   0.07** 0.04* 5.82*   

 Relative Humidity    -0.20* 

 CO2   -0.11 

3   0.11** 0.04 1.65   

 Relative Humidity    -0.24** 

 CO2   -0.11 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Operative Temperature  - 0.02 

 Air Temperature   0.03 

 dBA    -0.05 

Step 1: CO2, Step 2: RH, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 

Accuracy of responses to congruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to congruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to congruent stimuli (%)Accuracy of responses to congruent stimuli (%)  

1   0.12*** 0.12*** 18.39***   

 Relative Humidity   -0.34*** 

2   0.19*** 0.08* 2.56*   

 Relative Humidity   -0.36*** 

 CO2    -0.16 

 Lux    0.21* 

 Operative Temperature  0.01 

 Air Temperature   0.01 

 dBA    -0.13 

Step 1: RH, Step 2: CO2, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 
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Percentage of incongruent stimuli responded to correctly: 

This was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.59, p = .021), with an R2 0.10. Relative 

Humidity accounted for 5% of the variance in the sample, CO2 contributed 1% and the 

remaining environmental variables contributed 4%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies that an improved accuracy of incongruent stimuli 

responses was predicted by a decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = - 0.24) and an increase 

in lux levels (Std.β = 0.21). 

Percentage of congruent stimuli responded to correctly: 

This was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 5.37, p < .001), with an R2 0.19. 

Relative Humidity accounted for 12% of the variance in the sample and the remaining 

environmental variables contributed 3%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies that an improved accuracy of congruent stimuli 

responses was predicted by a decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = - 0.36) and an increase 

in lux (Std.β = 0.21). 

Working Memory: 

Table G22 present the significant results from the Stroop test. 

Total number of digits recalled correctly: 

Working Memory was found to be significant, (F (6, 135) = 3.24, p = .005), with an R2 0.13.  

Operative temperature accounted for 7% of the variance in the sample, air temperature 

contributed less than 1%, CO2 contributed 5% and the remaining environmental variables 

contributed 1%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies that an improved backward digit score was 

predicted by the increase in operative temperature alone in the 1st model (Std.β = 0.27) 

and by CO2 alone when all environmental variables were included (Std.β = 0.23). 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

Working MemoryWorking MemoryWorking MemoryWorking Memory                            

1   0.07** 0.06*** 10.72***   

 Operative Temperature  0.27** 

2   0.07** < 0.01 0.47   

 Operative Temperature  0.19 

 Air Temperature   0.10 

3   0.12** 0.05** 7.25**   

 Operative Temperature  0.35* 

 Air Temperature   -0.05 

 CO2    0.24** 

4   0.13** < 0.01 0.28   

 Operative Temperature  0.33 

 Air Temperature   -0.05 

 CO2    0.23** 

 Lux    -0.01 

 Relative Humidity   -0.03 

 dBA    -0.08 
Step 1: Operative Temperature, Step 2: Air Temperature, Step 3: CO2, Step 4: Lux, RH, dBA 

 

Long-term Memory: 

Table G23 presents the significant results from the Long-Term Memory Test. 

Total number of correct answers: 

Long Term Memory was found to be strongly significant, (F (6, 135) = 2.62, p = .019), with 

an R2 0.10.  CO2 accounted for 4% of the variance in the sample, relative humidity 

contributed 5 % and the remaining environmental variables contributed 1%. 

The standardised β coefficients identifies an improved long term memory score was 

predicted by the decrease in CO2 (Std.β = -0.19) in the 1st model. However, when all 

environmental variables were included a decrease in relative humidity (Std.β = -0.24) alone 

predicted an improved long-term memory score. 
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ModelModelModelModel    PredictorPredictorPredictorPredictor    RRRR2222    Change in RChange in RChange in RChange in R2222    F ChangeF ChangeF ChangeF Change    Std.βStd.βStd.βStd.β    

LongLongLongLong----    Term MemoryTerm MemoryTerm MemoryTerm Memory                            

1   0.04** 0.04* 5.48*   

 CO2    -0.19* 

2   0.09*** 0.05** 8.25**   

 CO2    -0.14 

 Relative Humidity   -0.24** 

3   0.10** 0.01 0.48   

 CO2    -0.15 

 Relative Humidity   -0.24** 

 Lux    0.10 

 Operative Temperature  -0.09 

 Air Temperature   0.06 

 dBA    0.05 

Step 1: CO2, Step 2: Relative Humidity, Step 3: Lux, Operative Temperature, Air Temperature, dBA 
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  ENVIRONMENT  SENSATION  MEASURES  AND                        

HEALTH  AND  WELL-BEING  MEASURES   

Table H1 – J7 presents all significant relationships found (p < 0.05) between the environment 

sensation measures and pre and post-test health and well-being measures described and 

discussed in Section 4.5.5.2.5. 

Air Temperature Sensation 

 

    
Air Temperature SensationAir Temperature SensationAir Temperature SensationAir Temperature Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and WellHealth and WellHealth and WellHealth and Well----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PrePrePrePre----TestTestTestTest        

Description of Fatigue -0.31** 0.01 -0.15 0.14 

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest        

Mouth: Dry or Running? -0.19 0.10 -0.24* 0.02 

Lips: Dry or Not Dry? -0.23* 0.04 -0.17 0.09 

Skin: Dry or Moist? 0.30** 0.01 0.19 0.06 

Eyes: Dry or Not Dry? -0.11 0.31 -0.26** 0.01 

Eyes: Smarting/Hurting or Not Smarting/ Hurting? -0.10 0.38 -0.25* 0.01 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? -0.31** < 0.01 -0.37** < 0.01 

Headache Symptoms -0.27* 0.02 -0.22* 0.03 

Clarity of Thinking 0.47** < 0.01 0.35** < 0.01 

Dizziness Sensation 0.42** < 0.01 0.18 0.07 

General Feeling -0.32** < 0.01 -0.26* 0.01 

Tiredness  -0.32** < 0.01 -0.25* 0.01 

Ability to Concentrate -0.43** < 0.01 -0.35** < 0.01 

General Attitude -0.32** < 0.01 -0.20 0.05 

Alertness 0.41** < 0.01 0.25* 0.01 

Office Cleanliness 0.03 0.79 -0.34** < 0.01 

Amount of effort required to achieve level of 

performance on the Tasks Set 
0.29** 0.01 0.17 0.09 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set 0.24* 0.03 0.18 0.08 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set 0.35** < 0.01 0.36** < 0.01 

Feeling Stressed when completing the Tasks Set 0.34** < 0.01 0.25* 0.01 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set 0.33** < 0.01 0.28** 0.01 
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Air Quality Sensation Measures 

 

    
Humidity SensationHumidity SensationHumidity SensationHumidity Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and WellHealth and WellHealth and WellHealth and Well----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest        

Mouth: Dry or Running? -0.21 0.06 -0.30** < 0.01 

Skin: Dry or Moist? 0.35** < 0.01 0.20 0.05 

Nails: Brittle or Supple? 0.28* 0.01 -0.05 0.64 

Eyes: Dry or Not Dry? -0.03 0.76 -0.33** < 0.01 

Eyes: Smarting/Hurting or Not Smarting/ Hurting? 0.08 0.50 -0.30** < 0.01 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? -0.27* 0.02 -0.38** < 0.01 

Eyes: Feel Gritty or Not Gritty? -0.07 0.52 -0.24* 0.02 

Headache Symptoms -0.09 0.45 -0.24* 0.02 

Clarity of Thinking 0.24* 0.04 0.31** < 0.01 

Dizziness Sensation 0.21 0.07 0.20* 0.05 

General Feeling -0.07 0.55 -0.31** < 0.01 

Ability to Concentrate -0.28* 0.01 -0.30** < 0.01 

Office Cleanliness -0.09 0.44 -0.38** < 0.01 

Amount of effort required to complete the Tasks Set 0.07 0.56 0.21* 0.04 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set 0.10 0.39 0.28** < 0.01 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set 0.11 0.34 0.23* 0.02 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set -0.29** 0.01 -0.25* 0.01 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set -0.31** < 0.01 -0.32** < 0.01 

Feeling Stressed when completing the Tasks Set -0.33** < 0.01 -0.23* 0.02 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set -0.36** < 0.01 -0.29** < 0.01 
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Air Freshness SensationAir Freshness SensationAir Freshness SensationAir Freshness Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and Health and Health and Health and WellWellWellWell----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PrePrePrePre----TestTestTestTest     

Fatigue before Tasks 0.27* 0.02 0.18 0.09 

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest            

Mouth: Dry or Running? 0.31** < 0.01 0.32** < 0.01 

Lips: Dry or Not Dry? 0.25* 0.02 0.24* 0.02 

Skin: Dry or Moist? -0.23* 0.04 -0.20* 0.05 

Eyes: Smarting/Hurting or Not Smarting/ Hurting? 0.07 0.54 0.23* 0.03 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? 0.31** < 0.01 0.34** < 0.01 

Headache Symptoms 0.22* 0.05 0.31** < 0.01 

Clarity of Thinking -0.41** < 0.01 -0.35** < 0.01 

Dizziness Sensation -0.47** < 0.01 -0.31** < 0.01 

General Feeling 0.30** 0.01 0.35** < 0.01 

Tiredness  0.23* 0.04 0.18 0.08 

Ability to Concentrate 0.50** < 0.01 0.37** < 0.01 

General Attitude 0.34** < 0.01 0.25* 0.02 

Alertness -0.32** < 0.01 -0.21* 0.03 

Office Cleanliness 0.18 0.12 0.39** < 0.01 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set -0.30** 0.01 -0.25* 0.01 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set -0.31** < 0.01 -0.32** < 0.01 

Feeling Stressed when completing the Tasks Set -0.33** < 0.01 -0.23* 0.02 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set -0.36** < 0.01 -0.29** < 0.01 
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Air Odours and Fragrance SensationAir Odours and Fragrance SensationAir Odours and Fragrance SensationAir Odours and Fragrance Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and WellHealth and WellHealth and WellHealth and Well----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest     

Mouth: Dry or Running? -0.21 0.06 -0.30** < 0.01 

Skin: Dry or Moist? 0.35** < 0.01 0.20 0.05 

Nails: Brittle or Supple? 0.28* 0.01 -0.05 0.64 

Eyes: Dry or Not Dry? -0.03 0.76 -0.33** < 0.01 

Eyes: Smarting/Hurting or Not Smarting/ Hurting? 0.08 0.50 -0.30** < 0.01 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? -0.27* 0.02 -0.38** < 0.01 

Eyes: Feel Gritty or Not Gritty? -0.07 0.52 -0.24* 0.02 

Headache Symptoms -0.09 0.45 -0.24* 0.02 

Clarity of Thinking 0.24* 0.04 0.31** < 0.01 

Dizziness Sensation 0.21 0.07 0.20* 0.05 

General Feeling -0.07 0.55 -0.31** < 0.01 

Ability to Concentrate -0.28* 0.01 -0.30** < 0.01 

Office Cleanliness -0.09 0.44 -0.38** < 0.01 

Amount of effort required to complete the Tasks Set 0.07 0.56 0.21* 0.04 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set 0.10 0.39 0.28** < 0.01 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set 0.11 0.34 0.23* 0.02 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set -0.29** 0.01 -0.25* 0.01 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set -0.31** < 0.01 -0.32** < 0.01 

Feeling Stressed when completing the Tasks Set -0.33** < 0.01 -0.23* 0.02 

Feeling Annoyed when completing the Tasks Set -0.36** < 0.01 -0.29** < 0.01 

 

Noise Sensation 

 

    
Noise SensationNoise SensationNoise SensationNoise Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and WellHealth and WellHealth and WellHealth and Well----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest            

Nose: Clear or Blocked? -0.09 0.45 -0.22* 0.03 

Lips: Dry or Not Dry? 0.25* 0.02 0.20* 0.05 

Skin: Dry or Moist? -0.02 0.83 0.20* 0.05 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? 0.27* 0.01 0.16 0.11 

Headache Symptoms 0.27* 0.01 0.14 0.16 

Tiredness (Post-Test) 0.18 0.12 0.25* 0.01 

Mental Demand Required -0.23* 0.04 0.15 0.15 
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Lighting and View Sensation 

 
 

    
Lighting SensationLighting SensationLighting SensationLighting Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and Health and Health and Health and WellWellWellWell----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PrePrePrePre----TestTestTestTest            

Mood: Feeling Tense -0.06 0.61 -0.24* 0.02 

Mood: Feeling Sad -0.13 0.24 -0.21* 0.04 

Mood: Feeling Anxious -0.07 0.54 -0.28** 0.01 

Mood: Feeling Enthusiastic 0.08 0.47 0.25* 0.01 

Mood: Feeling Confused -0.76 0.50 -0.37** < 0.01 

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest         

Nose: Dry or Running? 0.14 0.22 0.20* 0.05 

Eyes: Smarting/Hurting or Not Smarting/ Hurting? -0.18 0.11 0.22* 0.03 

Eyes: Aching or Not Aching? -0.29* 0.01 0.09 0.36 

Eyes: Feel Gritty or Not Gritty? -0.03 0.79 0.22* 0.03 

Headache Symptoms -0.24* 0.03 0.12 0.23 

Office Cleanliness -0.16 0.17 0.21* 0.04 

Physical Demand Required 0.04 0.71 -0.22* 0.03 

Feeling Discouraged when completing the Tasks Set 0.02 0.88 -0.27** 0.01 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set -0.02 0.87 -0.21* 0.04 

 

 
 

    
View SensationView SensationView SensationView Sensation        

Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds Open Blinds     

(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)(N = 80)    

Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds Closed Blinds     

(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)(N = 97)    

Health and WellHealth and WellHealth and WellHealth and Well----being Measurebeing Measurebeing Measurebeing Measure    RRRR2222    pppp    RRRR2222    pppp    

PrePrePrePre----TestTestTestTest         

Mood: Feeling Enthusiastic -0.14 0.21 -0.29** < 0.01 

PostPostPostPost----TestTestTestTest         

Mouth: Dry or Running? 0.02 0.88 0.29** < 0.01 

Skin: Dry or Moist? -0.04 0.72 -0.29** < 0.01 

Clarity of Thinking -0.06 0.62 -0.35** < 0.01 

Ability to Concentrate -0.03 0.77 0.27** 0.01 

Alertness -0.16 0.16 -0.30** < 0.01 

Feeling Irritated when completing the Tasks Set 0.14 0.21 -0.28** 0.01 
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 FOCUS  GROUP  

Focus Group Location:    London South Bank University, Doctoral Academy  

Date: 05/09/2017 

Number of Attendees:   11 

Name of Transcriber:    Zoe De Grussa 

Number of Tapes:  Two recorded simultaneously, one at the rear of the 

room and one at the front. 

Schedule of Questions: 

1. Did the equipment installed impact you in anyway during your day to day? 

2. What do you think about the new blinds installed? 

3. Did you find any of the interventions placed on the rooms challenging? 

4. Were there any issues when completing the tests? 

5. How relevant do you think the tests were to your day to day work activities? 

6. Do you feel your performance on the tests differed between different test sessions? 

7. How do you feel about the frequency and length of the tests? 
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M:  So, did the equipment installed impact you in anyway during your day to day? 1 

MP:  No 2 

P8:  mmm…. only the trunking on the floor 3 

M:  The trunking on the floor?  4 

P8:  Yea… 5 

M:  …so to do with the cabling 6 

P8:  (every now and again yes) 7 

M:  Any other comments? Abou- [/About/] so, we had cameras in there, we had 8 

various sensors, we had…some of the offices had the partitions put in 9 

P2:  Partitions were a bit long...  10 

M: [cuts in] Yep 11 

P2: all in all…But I do know…We had this conversation today because Elsa’s study, the 12 

MAGIC Project. She’s requested that we keep the partitions up. 13 

M:  Yea 14 

P2:  … and I asked her to ask =John Doe= whether that was ok, and actually =John 15 

Doe=’s a big fan of them were going to keep them up going forward… (at least in 16 

our space… I don’t know about the others)... so erm 17 

P5:  Yeah, I think the notice boards… because they were for longer desks were a 18 

problem because a few people did accidentally fall into them? [short laugh] and 19 

erm ….including myself at one point because your spatial awareness says it’s not 20 

supposed to be there because the end of the desk is there, so it kind of you either 21 

just stop before you hit the thing or you’ve actually hit the thing…oh my God…have 22 

I broken it.  23 

M:  Ok, great. Anyone else want to add anything? 24 

P4:  I didn’t like them…the partitions, so... the partitions did make me feel a little bit like 25 

you were er… partitioned…(laugh). For me it was better to have it open, that made 26 

me feel as a part of the team. So that bit did impact me in a (negative way). 27 

M:  Ok, moving on 28 
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M: So what do you think about the new blinds installed? 29 

P5:  I liked them. 30 

PM:  Yeah. 31 

P4:  Thought they were good. 32 

P3:  Very nice. 33 

M:  So why did we like them? 34 

P5: I liked the fact that… when they were down, I could still see out. If, like, Even I, Coz 35 

(/because/) when I think or I try to settle information in my brain, I like to look out 36 

of the (short laugh) window at the tree or something just so that my brain start to 37 

filter things out. So, I actually like the fact I can still see outside. 38 

P4:  Yea it’s a little bit depressing having blinds down, so I think the new blinds gave 39 

that sense you can were connected to the outside world. 40 

P9: I thought they were depressing, because they were… I thought I would only have 41 

them down, if I needed them down, because I thought they like… they altered the 42 

light anyway. I thought they were of value when it was like really like really sunny 43 

(and) you have no other option (but to have the blind down.) But if they were just 44 

down anyway I thought it was rather depressing, it was like being in a sad National 45 

Trust places where the fabrics fade… and the lights were a lot stronger and I don’t 46 

like the artificial light so.  47 

P10: I agree, I think they are better for the purpose, of like, it’s too sunny, I need to pull 48 

the blind down. But in the example, of having the conditions when they were all 49 

down, I found that like quite, sort of like, ugh. It’s really dark, it’s really dingy… 50 

P8:  [cut in] The offices (are) warmer. 51 

P10:  Do you think? 52 

P8:  When they were down, it felt like it was encro- [unfinished word, encroached], not 53 

claustrophobic but it felt enclosed. So, the inside it felt a lot warmer. It was warm 54 

outside, it was warmer inside. 55 

P1:  Yeah, it affected the atmosphere as well. (Certainly, within our space…) It felt very 56 

quiet. And a bit… I don’t know (feel a bit)… 57 

M:  When they were down? 58 

P1:  Yeah.  59 

M:  So more in comparison to the old set? 60 

P4: I think they were better than-, I think they were better than the old set. But I think 61 

the… it’s better to have the windows, blinds up but if you had to have the blinds 62 

down, I would say…  63 

P3:  [cut in] The new ones are better. 64 
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P4:  …the new ones are better. Yea 65 

P9:  I think there’s an association between us being more focussed and quieter with the 66 

blinds being down. 67 

P5:  (so that…) it was more that it was a test situation because they were down all 68 

morning. Not just for the hour that we were doing the test… So, when you came in, 69 

your first reaction was oh were in a test environment, so you might not have said 70 

things that you would have done as openly as you perhaps did in the afternoon. 71 

P7:  It looked more …It made the office look more clinical I think, kind of…so I think 72 

[inaudible] (because it looked completely different to before.) [inaudible] 73 

M:  mmm…Ok, that’s great. Moving onto the next question… 74 
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M:  Did you find any of the interventions placed on the rooms challenging? 75 

PM: mmm 76 

P5:  Yeah [giggle]  77 

P7:  Second to last one. [Cough] That day was really hot but for me that was the only 78 

day that was difficult…but the other days were kind of warm…, but it wasn’t too 79 

unbearable. 80 

M:  So, errr what intervention would it be that you found challenging? 81 

P7:  Not being able to open the window or turn on the fan. 82 

P4:   And the light 83 

P3:  It was pretty grim, you know we had a pretty good summer, with some pretty high 84 

temperatures……. even now I’ve got the window open, I’m sitting at =John Doe=’s 85 

desk and I’ve got the window open… erm it’s not particularly warm out there or 86 

cold but I mean we had some pretty high temperatures outside during the test 87 

period, and yes, it was a bit frustrating… You couldn’t open the blind (or) open the 88 

window or turn the fan on, … but anyway there we are…[Cough] 89 

P9:  The window, it was not just about that temperature I think, …not having any air in, 90 

made it it [stutter] like… 91 

P3:  Yea 92 

P9:  …slight smell, and you come in and it’s like you’d notice, immediately… it was not 93 

exactly (stopping you)… 94 

P8:  [cut in] Smelt of building 95 

P9:  ...not that I am saying anything about my colleagues [laughter] but… 96 

PM:  [laughter] 97 

P4:  Yea….It (did seem) very bright as well…without the blinds down…  presumably 98 

because you get daylight coming at you, so it seemed harsh. 99 

PM:  mmmm 100 

P9:  [Inaudible Speech] 101 

P4:  [Inaudible Speech] 102 

P5:  If supposedly I was in a normal environment I would be opening and shutting the 103 

windows, I tend not to use the fans as much unless I absolutely have to umm 104 

because I actually don’t like the feeling of the fan on me, but umm I found that 105 

quite difficult because normally my blinds would be particularly in the summer 106 

months my blinds maybe would be half way down just so that it stopped people 107 

getting sunlight in their eyes rather than anything else which was better where 108 

these were either fully up or fully down. 109 

M:  Ok, has everyone had their say? We’ll move onto the next question. 110 
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M:  Were there any issues when completing the tests? 111 

PM:  [Laughter] 112 

P3:  Well I didn’t do very well still… 113 

PM:  [Laughter] 114 

P4:  Yea me too…they made me feel thick [laugh] 115 

PM:  [Laughter] 116 

P3:  I mean particularly the question on, thh [stutter] …the you know there was the 117 

correct grammar kind of one…fill all the words in….  118 

P11:  Yea 119 

P3:  He said blank... well that was kind of ok but what was all that negative adverbs 120 

P11:  Subjective  121 

P3: Subject thing… 122 

PM:  [Laughter] 123 

P3:   I didn’t have a clue….I didn’t have a clue what that was about but...err but I mean I 124 

enjoyed doing it. You know. 125 

P11:  It did get easier. I found it… 126 

P4:  Did it?  127 

P10:  I found it did get easier.  128 

M:  Why do you think it get easier? 129 

P10:  Just because you kind of knew what to expect, you knew what was coming, kind of 130 

thing the order of stuff erm…yea… I definitely towards the end felt a bit more like… 131 

ok…(short laugh) got into the routine of it I suppose a little bit…yeah the fact that 132 

you were doing it maybe twice a week, or, unless you were off or whatever…it kind 133 

of kept the momentum going a bit… 134 

P9:  (I didn’t know much) about the specific reasons for the tests and I think that on the 135 

data entry one….I was trying to do it on speed, I was hitting the box, there were 136 

times I was hitting the box 3 times and like, hitting madly and it didn’t seem to take 137 

it… and I thought it was a bit glitchy or I was not quiet precise enough so there was 138 

that one, and there definitely one that said hit enter but you didn’t hit enter on it, 139 

that was just slightly irritating but it was more the data entry that would hinder 140 

your performance as it wouldn’t change pages for me either so that was naughty… 141 

P10:  [cuts in] And I made the same mistake twice, nearly three times…[short laugh] on 142 

the booklet exercise [short laugh] when you had to do plus three and minus three 143 

and then they alternate… 144 

M:  Yep 145 

P10:  and you had to click on the screen… 146 
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P?:  oh yea 147 

P?: yea 148 

P10:  and I clicked forward too much, do you know what I mean… 149 

P3:  Yea I did that one 150 

P10  Yea yea…I dunno [/don’t know/], that was like, Aaargh, I‘ve done it again! 151 

PM: [Laughter] 152 

P10: Damn! Yeah, but yea… then it meant you had missed out on the whole section 153 

because you’d moved forward too much. 154 

M:  Yep. 155 

P?:  Remembering the numbers...I tried like three or four strategies to remember the 156 

numbers. 157 

P10:  Was that the last task? 158 

PM:  Yeah. 159 

P10:  I found a strategy in the end that worked, I experimented like different times then I 160 

found one that worked…but I know what you mean…it was like took me a while to 161 

go… how am I gonna [/going to/] like…it was alright when it was like three or four… 162 

P?:  [cuts in] three or four. 163 

P10:  …but when it got beyond four I was like how… I need a strategy to help me 164 

remember this better. 165 

P6:  Mine worked… 166 

P4:  What was it? 167 

P6:  I wrote it down 168 

PM:  Gasps [Jokingly] 169 

P4:  Naughty [Jokingly] 170 

PM:  oooo [Laughter] 171 

M:  It’s alright were in safe space  172 

PM:  [Laughter] 173 

P6:  It didn’t say that that you can’t write it down, did it? 174 

PM:  [Short Laugh] 175 

P4:  Remembering the pictures…the long-term thing 176 

PM:  that was good / Oh yea/ mmmm / yea 177 

P7:  If I had known that I wasn’t gonna [/going to/] see it again… I probably would have 178 

tried…I tried very hard anyway but I would have… 179 
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M:  Do you think you would have approached it in a different way? 180 

P7:  Yea… I thought we’d see it again [Short Laugh] 181 

P9: I understand, where that’s like, or I assume that’s like part of the tests, different 182 

ways that memory cognition work, so you will work differently if your given a task I 183 

think, to if you… like randomly remember things the difference between a genius 184 

(or whatever)… 185 

P8:  // I assumed it was the same thing… 186 

P9: …if I’m told the task I’ll remember where, if I’m not told a task I won’t. 187 

P4:  Just make sure this doesn’t get to my boss, ok. 188 

PM:  [Laughter] 189 

M:  No, all the results are strictly private and confidential. 190 

PM:  [Laughter] 191 

P4:  [Inaudible Speech] 192 

P2:  The test became quite routine afterwards it was too easy to keep on doing…I don’t 193 

know whether (it could be on performance) or because of the blind or because of 194 

that you were used to that routine of work so... 195 

M:  yea 196 

P2:  … (that could be) one factor you can look into because otherwise it was quite easy. 197 

I remember on the very first day remembering all the pictures and then it becomes 198 

so boring for 2 minutes, waiting (because I knew what it would be) 199 

P10:  [cut in] oh yeah, that’s a good point, it was too long…I‘d type it up and then I’d go 200 

and do something. 201 

PM:  [Laughter] 202 

P10:  (Inaudible) 203 

P2:  It doesn’t matter if it was just four objects… 204 

M:  // Yea… Yea … Yea 205 

M:  Yeah, Ok… 206 

P5: (It was) similar things that erm… where I had this strategy to remember everything 207 

because it said… if you get something wrong so I stopped trying so I only did the 208 

four that I was really confident with and the last sort of four sessions I went ‘oh sod 209 

it’ I’m just going to go for it [Short Laugh] and I just added the whole load of others 210 

that  I thought may or may not ‘ave [/have/] been on there from, you know, from 211 

trying to remember… 212 

P4:  [Cuts in] (Good luck with that one.) 213 

PM: [Laughter] 214 
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P5:  …So we’ll see how that goes… and I didn’t like the grammar one because that one I 215 

am not good at anyway, so I just looked at that and I was guessing… so in the end I 216 

tried to get the same one each time so that there was some kind of, way of, 217 

recording it. [Short Laugh] 218 

P10:  [Cuts in] There were those three questions at the end of that section that 219 

appeared, and I was like well… how…err I was kind of a little bit erm confused I 220 

suppose…about how the test conditions would affect that information… because 221 

that’s the kind of information you either know or you don’t know, you’ve either 222 

have been taught it or you’ve learn it so I was kind of always thinking in my head 223 

well like how… like how does the test situation and circumstances going to affect 224 

this… You either know it or you don’t…do you know what I mean? 225 

P4:  Maybe it was there to fluster you 226 

P10:  Yes, well yea, that did cross my mind… 227 

P2:  [cuts in] and also the short-term memory test after the grammar test because it 228 

would ask you what fruit was mentioned or what name and I remember now after 229 

2, 3 tests it was always the same one because one of them was (grapes and then) 230 

(inaudible) or something I don’t remember now, so I could remember that 231 

immediately so… 232 

P10:  Yea, I found that quite hard, yea it was like what kind of animal…what name or 233 

what (Inaudible)… 234 

P2: ...but it was repeating afterwards after a few times, (I remember) I didn’t have a 235 

problem. 236 

PM: [Various conversations start] 237 

P9: [cuts in] (inaudible) you knew you had to fill out the task in the grammar 238 

(inaudible) …it was the grammar and you were not using the part of your memory 239 

that some people remember those anyway but a lot of us wouldn’t but if you were 240 

told, you were going to have to pick up some parts from the sentences then you 241 

focus on it so it was the test that changed things… 242 

M: [cuts in] Yea 243 

P9: …but I thought that test was like erm because you didn’t understand the marking 244 

scheme…so you didn’t know… if it was a good thing to write something if you were 245 

not 100% sure or not, because you didn’t understand the marking scheme and that 246 

was, so your (focus) doesn’t change but your decision of how your approaching the 247 

test has changed and I wondered if that was (something considered in the test.) 248 

M:  Yes 249 

P2:  (The) questionnaire at the end suddenly you were asking about your nose, your 250 

hair is dry … I will always say 50%... 251 

P?:  [Short Laugh] 252 

P2: …if it’s not making too much difference on my body, my nose is dry or not, I will 253 

always say yes, it is dry… 254 
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P?: Yea 255 

P2: …(but) I would just slightly move the cursor, so it was just 50% so I had 50/50 for 256 

each of the questions. 257 

P10:  Hair brittle… 258 

M:  Yea 259 

P10: … yea that section I was just a bit like... 260 

P9:  [cuts in] that was sad for me… 261 

PM: [Laughter] 262 

P4:  At least you’ve got hair… 263 

PM: Laughter 264 

P9:  It was shocking… my nails are terrible… (Inaudible) 265 

P5:  So you know that should have been a question…have you got any nail splitting 266 

going on, rather than brittleness. 267 

P9:  I think it’s to do with the DIY I’m doing… not the tests I’m sure. 268 

M: Ok good, So you’ve have been through quite a few of the tests. Are there anyone’s 269 

that people haven’t picked up on or…? 270 

P10:  I’m trying to think 271 

P4:  [Cuts In] I quite liked the coloured box thing. 272 

P10:  Yea I like the coloured box 273 

P3:  Yeah 274 

P10:  If I had to pick a favourite that would have been my favourite 275 

M: …so that was the squares? the reaction one? 276 

P4:  Yea that’s the one 277 

P10:  Yea 278 

PM:  (Inaudible – Multiple Conversations) 279 

P5:  I think the typing test I found most difficult because erm… I was trained as a touch 280 

typist so what I found that I just kept typing even though the minute probably 281 

finished a minute ago and then realise most annoyingly that that’s what I’ve done. 282 

And that took me two or three times to actually make myself look at the screen 283 

periodically but then that took me away from… and was really frustrating. [Short 284 

Laugh] 285 

P4:  Yeah, the typing wasn’t the best…  286 

PM: [Short Laugh]  287 

P?: [Inaudible Comment] 288 
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PM:  [Laughter] 289 

P9:  I’m sitting there doing that [Typing Action Slow] and then I hear P7’s little fingers 290 

going… [Typing action rapid] 291 

P8:  Note to self (Inaudible) typing. 292 

P4: My performance was… poor. 293 

M:  Ok, were going to move onto the next question then if everyone thinks they’ve 294 

mentioned all the tests that…yep, ok. 295 

M:  So,…  296 

P?: [Cuts In, sneeze] 297 
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M: How relevant do you think the tests were to your day to day work activities? 298 

P5:  Well I think the figure tests probably…um relates to a lot of what I do…so that was 299 

erm quite relevant. 300 

M:  Was that the…backward digit or the plus and minus? 301 

P5:  Uhm no not the backward digit [Short Laugh], the Plus, minus and 302 

alternating…umm 303 

P?: (inaudible) 304 

M: …so the data entry, yea. 305 

P8:  grammar… 306 

M:  Yea 307 

P8:  for emails 308 

PM: [Laughter] 309 

P4:  I think (it had) a bit of everything to be honest. 310 

P5: I thought also the, believe it or not, the coloured ones because that’s all about your 311 

reactions. 312 

PM: Yea 313 

P5:  And a lot of what most of us are having to do is, is to react to things umm either 314 

positively or negatively [Short Laugh] depending on what it is… but for (everybody) 315 

things coming through via email… making business decisions, those sort of things, 316 

so I thought there was some relevance there. 317 

M:  Yeah… 318 

P10:  Yea, (I think the) decision making throughout… so a lot of it did require you to 319 

make kind of like choices and decisions and that’s, we are doing that all of the time. 320 

P1:  Maybe grammar test as well, because it made you think about the construction of 321 

your sentences and even when your writing emails, making sure what your saying 322 

is very clear so there’s no kind of… so you’re not misunderstood. 323 

P4: Helps you not commit apostrophe crime? 324 

PM: [Laughter] 325 

P4:  And getting the right person’s name? 326 

PM: [Laughter] 327 

M:  Ok, some Yes, are there any No’s? 328 

P3:  Yes I suppose I would go more no than yes,  please. 329 

PM:  mmm 330 
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P3:  You can treat it as an exercise for your PhD… and its first time I’ve thought sitting 331 

here thinking about it particularly, err yea you can argue…that reading text, typing 332 

tests because we all type it’s the main way we all communicate really… urmm… err 333 

but I…I always just think, how those tests… other than that really, really helped to 334 

be honest …my day to day job. 335 

M:  So other than the text typing? 336 

P3:  Yeah… erm I mean it was good fun I particularly did like the colour ones…when you 337 

had to type the colour of whatever it was, whether it was a square…the word 338 

green…but it was actually blue…so you had to click the blue button stuff like that…. 339 

I mean I enjoyed that. 340 

PM: [Laughter] 341 

P3: … but uhhh yea, no I enjoyed doing it, you know…I wish I could have opened the 342 

window a bit more often at times. 343 

PM: [Laughter] 344 

P3: …But no, I don’t see it … that it particularly helped my day to day job really. 345 

P5:  I think it covered different components.  346 

P3:  Yes… yea 347 

P4:  It covers a range of different skills and attributes that we possibly might be using 348 

on a  particular day, particularly the data entry and the accuracy of data entry…erm 349 

you know… so it did test quite a lot. 350 

P8:  But we know were doing this subconsciously anyway in a day,… in our daily 351 

activities and we don’t realise were doing it. 352 

P4: I think that’s quite right. 353 

P9:  But these answers reflect the type of jobs we do, which are primarily are more 354 

managerial jobs.  So therefore, it’s harder for us to understand the relationship 355 

between the performance of the tests [Emergency Siren in Background] and our 356 

actual roles (not because there) isn’t one, it’s just not directly related unlike others 357 

in different roles. (Like someone with more of an admin job.) 358 

M:  Ok… good. Does anyone else want to add anything else? [Pause] No? Ok we’ll 359 

move on to the next question. I think there are only two more left. 360 
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M:  Do you feel your performance on the tests differed between different test 361 

sessions? 362 

P4:  Yeah. 363 

P10:  Yea 364 

M:  So what test sessions? Not specifics, but are we talking start to the end of test or 365 

are we talking between different interventions or…? 366 

P10: Yea I think I was finding that if it was particularly hot day…and the windows were 367 

down and you couldn’t put any fans on or anything…and I think if you had been sat 368 

at your desk since 9 o’clock and you took the test at 12 or something… that 369 

situation definitely impacted on me… whereas if I was only sat there for half an 370 

hour before I took the test, I know it asked that… then I’d be a bit more kind 371 

of...erm… relaxed about it, yeah…whereas if I’d been sat there longer on a hot day 372 

I’ll be a bit like… argh… here we go … 373 

PM:  [Laughter] 374 

P8:  [Cuts in] …wilting 375 

P10:  Yea, yea for me… some days I thought that was alright and other days it was like 376 

that was terrible. 377 

P4:  It was interesting for me for a couple of them… I hadn’t had much sleep the night 378 

before for a variety of reasons. 379 

PM: // [Laughter]  380 

PM:  // ooo 381 

PM: // Scandal 382 

P4:  So…it was really interesting in doing that…because bearing the horrendous heat 383 

and the lack of sleep…and the oh my god what am I doing, so I think it did have… 384 

did have an impact and it shows that if you are less than optimum…it really did, I 385 

felt degrade your ability. 386 

P3:  … that’s what I thought, it picked up quite well what you felt about the 387 

environment and everything but if you were feeling like really crappy in the 388 

morning and you were affected by different factors… there wasn’t that, I feel really 389 

bad today. I have a lot going on in my life…and it’s like there’s was one little 390 

question saying yes, no, maybe factors and I thought that was one of the things 391 

that sort of worried me… because there was quite a subtlety about the 392 

environmental variables but whereas (Inaudible) you weren’t quite picking that up, 393 

quite as well, so I was worried there’s a whole big thing apart from P4’s sleepless 394 

nights… 395 

PM: [Laughter] 396 

PM:  [Inaudible] 397 

P5:  I had a couple of occasions where I had a lot going on in the office and was also 398 

really hot and sticky and really headachy… and I found by the time I got to the test I 399 
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was actually really, really angry… and I never get really, really angry ever…unless 400 

somebody has really pushed me to a limit… 401 

P4:  [Inaudible]  402 

PM: [Laughter] 403 

P5:  …and that was quite… I didn’t like that…that made me feel out of balance all day 404 

really even when the, the condition then changed to normal I found by the time I 405 

left I was still annoyed and I would never feel like that…so those was were quite a 406 

surprise to me I suppose. 407 

P2:  ….sometimes when it was like hot and sometimes the temperature was not 408 

that…effecting your performance [Inaudible] performance and sometimes I was in 409 

a hurry because I wanted to go somewhere just after the test [Inaudible] I was 410 

quick… and otherwise as we moved with the time because [inaudible] I didn’t 411 

notice much difference [Inaudible]. 412 

P6:  It was good because I feel cold all the time, as you all know so. 413 

PM: [Laughter] 414 

M:  Yea 415 

P6:  So maybe for me if it was a different subject… or maybe if I was blind folded or 416 

windows open would affect me more but the things which really affected me was 417 

my own personal health issues… so for the first few days I wasn’t feeling well, I 418 

don’t think, so I don’t think I did so well on the tests… 419 

M:  Yea 420 

P6:  Inaudible 421 

M:  Ok, So, going back to the performance in the test between different test sessions, 422 

so we spoke about each one, but what about the start one to the end. I know we 423 

captured that a little bit earlier so are there differences from when you first did the 424 

test to when you did the test at the end? 425 

P10:  I think ……I don’t know… I’m just thinking like, this has happened but it hasn’t but it 426 

felt like I was doing it quicker so it felt less onerous like it feel like oh this is an hour, 427 

you know duh duh, you knew you’d get it done in like whatever kind of I didn’t 428 

even look at the time but it felt quicker, over the period of time, the number of 429 

weeks so… yea that kind of felt easier so yeah, that kind of felt easier… 430 

P8: From the memory the images we would have spent more time looking at them and 431 

remembering them if you knew each week you knew you had to do it, that’s what I 432 

felt because I could only remember 5 out of however many there were on the 433 

page…  434 

P4: In the end I couldn’t remember them…I would just guess… 435 

PM: Laughter 436 

P?:  Cat 437 
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PM: Laughter 438 

P8: …ladder …fork …circle… 439 

P4:  Wow, I didn’t get any those. 440 

P5:  No…I didn’t get those either. 441 

P8:  Can we have a refresher? 442 

PM: Laughter 443 

P4:  You were more… you didn’t feel….because the first time you went into it you were 444 

not scared but a bit nervous because you probably wanted to make sure it was 445 

good enough for your research…well by the end of it…I thought well at least I know 446 

what’s coming so... 447 

PM: [Short Laugh] 448 

P8:  Did you know that though, though? From doing the test at the beginning, were we 449 

expecting the same test to be repeated every week? …I wasn’t. 450 

P?:  No, I wasn’t. 451 

P10:  Oh, see I… I sort of made the assumption I’ve done it like maybe for two weeks, so 452 

four times… and I was like oh ok this is the… this is the order of things now so 453 

then…yea I guess if you had just thrown and changed it all…then yea, i would have 454 

become like gone back to the beginning again… but I didn’t expect it to change, I 455 

was like oh ok, this is it now. 456 

P8:  With data entry I was getting a lot quicker, with other things I wasn’t expecting… 457 

like at week three, was I expected to remember that?  I wasn’t concentrating on, 458 

but when it came to the grammar and then remembering what was in the text, 459 

[Inaudible] because I was concentrating more on what I was reading so I could 460 

remember that that’s what’s gonna [/going to/] be asked. 461 

P3:  That’s a key point, yeah 462 

P10:  Where I kind of kept forgetting about that question… 463 

PM: [Laughter] 464 

P3: I was the same really… I was the same 465 

P10:  So I was kind of ploughing through all the grammar stuff and then the question will 466 

come out in the end and I was like oh for God’s s-- [Laughter] 467 

P3:  Yea 468 

P10:  I wasn’t really reading the sentences… like I was skim reading the sentences 469 

P3:  …to answer that particular question… what you were (looking for) was the question 470 

at the end, well what was the persons’s name… or 471 

P10:  Or what was the animal or what was the…? 472 
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P3: …[Cuts in] I got the animal one maybe… but I mean maybe maybe, I was just 473 

beginning to start to think, hold on a minute its gunna ask me a question.. so I’d 474 

kind of learnt that by then but that was obviously towards the end but…but there 475 

was one question and I thought oooo what was the name? 476 

P8:  You started becoming complacent. 477 

PM: [Laughter] 478 

M:  But the frequency of your testing was quite different to what the others were.  479 

P3:  Yes, I only did 50% of them.  480 

M:  Yeah, because your only in on Tuesdays. 481 

PM: [Laughter] 482 

PM:  // Oooo’s  483 

P8:  So, yours would have been harder. 484 

P10:  Yea that’s interesting though. 485 

P4:  Same here. 486 

P3:  Yea…That’s true, P4’s only did Tuesdays as well. 487 

P10:  …so you weren’t exposed to it as much, so it might have felt like you weren’t kind 488 

of getting in the momentum. 489 

P?: …or the repetition 490 

PM:  Yeah 491 

P3:  And I got slightly better at the number recollection one…doing things backwards 492 

but not to a great degree of efficiency. 493 

P4:  I reached the heights of (inaudible). 494 

P3:  I got to 5 once (boastful) 495 

P?:  Alright  496 

PM:  [Laughter] 497 

P3:  but only once, only once 498 

P10:  I thought what was quite interesting erm that particular test, that it feedback to 499 

you at the end… that you knew how many you got right.. 500 

P7:  I think it lied… 501 

PM: Laughter 502 

P10:  Yeah 503 

PM: Laughter 504 
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P10:  Because the first time I did it, I wasn’t like very good at it because I kind of and it 505 

said I dunno you had something at the end I only got two right and I was like…I got 506 

more than two right... two digits… you know… 507 

P4:  Computer said no [Short Laugh]… 508 

M:  Ok yea 509 

P10:  Yea so… in the head it was like, to begin with I thought that piece of information 510 

was quite demoralising because I thought… I got more than two right like I got four 511 

two-digit ones… all those right… so how can I … so that frustrated feeling…so then I 512 

just ignored it… like what it said at the end. 513 

P4: (Inaudible)… delusional. 514 

P7: I knew I remembered it and then it said the same number as the time before and I 515 

was like that’s not right… 516 

M: Ok 517 

P10:  Yeah 518 

P7:  I think I got higher anyway so! 519 

P4:  That’s why we have counselling sessions 520 

PM: [Laughter] 521 

M:  That’s quite interesting as it was the only test you were actually given feedback on. 522 

P4: That’s right 523 

PM:  Yea/Yes’s 524 

P10:  Yes, it was…and then I decided to ignore it about half way through.  525 

PM: [Laughter] 526 

P5:  See I think…that result was confusing because when I first looked at it and it said 527 

four right and I’m thinking I know I got more than four right because I did about ten 528 

two digits ones and then it took me to about the fifth test to work out what it was 529 

telling me is that I’d managed to do up to four digits correctly. 530 

P?: //Aaaaaah 531 

P5:  …and not just four right. 532 

M:  Ok…Yea, So the feedback on that was how many digits you got correctly in reverse 533 

order. 534 

P3:  …yeah, maximum number……… 535 

M:  Yea 536 

P?:  I got that 537 

P3: Did you only have to get one right? If you got… How many did you have to get right 538 

out of each batch?  539 
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P10: //Ohh 540 

M:  I think it was either three or four… I think it was three… so you had to get three 541 

right…consec- not consecutively but out of a group of six or something. 542 

P4:  Oh I see… So you could have got more? 543 

P10: //Ohh 544 

P3:  So you could have got six twos, six threes, six fours… 545 

M: But you had to get three correct… And then it will say: well done! You’ve passed 546 

level 2 or you got 2 right…maybe it was the wording in the feedback that was 547 

confusing. 548 

MP: //Oh I see /  Ohhh 549 

P4: // (Maybe, I misinterpreted the feedback then.) 550 

M:  OK 551 

P5:  Which is what I did up to week 5… because I’m thinking to myself ok I know I might 552 

not have got five, four was a bit dodgy…but I definitely knew I did two or three… 553 

P10:  but that’s interesting because you obviously spotted that and then tried to unpick 554 

it, where as I though ahhh… (inaudible) 555 

PM: [Laughter]  556 

P5:  It’s only because it annoyed me…  557 

P10:  Yea it annoyed me too so (I thought) I’m just gunna forget about it 558 

P10:  Yea but maybe I can’t remember but maybe it was the interpretation of the 559 

wording…or something… 560 

M:  Yea 561 

P6:  [Inaudible] I was thinking like Oh My God! 562 

PM: [Laughter] 563 

M: If it makes any of you feel better the average score is four of five so it’s between 564 

those. 565 

P10:  OK 566 

M:  If you get higher than that…genius…[Short Laugh] I got four so… 567 

P7:  (Better get) some Redbull. 568 

P8:  You need to send the Redbull. 569 

P4:  Maybe we should all get (some). 570 

P8: No, thank you. 571 

P5: I think, I agree with P4 in the erm… certainly in the first few sessions you were kind 572 

of, I was kind of excited about it because even though I didn’t like the grammar 573 
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ones at all, but then I knew that was something I didn’t really understand or what it 574 

wanted from me, (is it a) verb….noun…whatever 575 

P10: …or adjective [Short Laugh] 576 

P5:   yea…so those ones I thought well whatever, but I was quite enthusiastic and 577 

excited to do it because you know it was for your research, it will be interesting to 578 

see what the data is and the benefit to us, you know, eventually, it will be really 579 

useful to know erm… and then those two sessions that I definitely wasn't [Short 580 

Laugh] having a very good day, made me think why did I say I was gonna [/going 581 

to/] do this [Short Laugh], because I wasn’t doing very well… and then I found 582 

that… as it went on, you know, it felt that some of things felt a bit easier… erm I 583 

think it is just at the very beginning because you wanted to do so well. Then I didn’t 584 

understand the long-term memory thing, I mean, I read that and then I studied it as 585 

if it was gonna [/going to/] be long term memory… but when it said long-term 586 

memory test next, I thought what do you mean? 587 

PM: [Laughter] 588 

P5:  Long-term memory test, I didn’t see a long-term memory test? 589 

PM: [Laughter] 590 

P5: …And that’s because you were focussed on the now really, so I found myself then 591 

going, What’s this question mean? So, you know, you did try...try and do your best 592 

on it each time, but I know those two days where I wasn’t having a good time 593 

(with) it. I really struggled with it, to the point that the computer was very close to 594 

going out of the window. 595 

PM: [Laughter]  596 

P4: Blinds and all 597 

P5:  Blind and all, yea [Laugh] 598 

P?:  (Blinds Up or Down) 599 

PM: [Laughter]  600 

M:  So, our last question, we have kind of touched on this already but…. 601 
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M:  How do you feel about the frequency and length of the tests? 602 

PM: hmmm 603 

P10:  I suppose I’ve got nothing to compare it to…but it felt like... it felt ok… 604 

PM: Yeah 605 

P10:  It felt like… it felt ok, it wasn’t too… if you were getting to three times a week or 606 

something it would feel a be a bit like, huh [Anguished Sigh], But two seems like 607 

manageable… 608 

P3: I felt like there was enough…there was enough erm number of tests…if you add 609 

them all up you know over the duration of the, with all the different colours and 610 

things like that… I felt…that we knew what this was for, your PhD, at the end of the 611 

day that’s why we were doing it and I felt that there was enough variety errrr and I 612 

appreciate I only did 50% of the test but I felt there was enough quantity and 613 

variety where clearly you were getting something useful from it. You know those 614 

tests had clearly been designed to do our number skills, typing skills…and you 615 

would compare that to, …you know, I was very tired, I think the last one 616 

particularly I was hot and sweaty, and I was quite tired. It’d be interesting to see 617 

how I did, bit worse on that one, than my average over the others perhaps but I 618 

felt, you know, from that perspective it was about right. 619 

M: Cool 620 

P5:  Well I found, from the work perspective, erm I found the two days were a bit 621 

much… I’m not complaining about it… 622 

M:  No, this is your time to complain. [Short Laugh] 623 

P5:  Well, mainly because… =John Doe=  can’t take that heat at all… so that for two days 624 

of the week erm he would have to go out for up to half a day but when we were 625 

first when we were first signing up. I think, it was misunderstood, and we thought it 626 

would only be for an hour. 627 

M:  Yea 628 

P5:  …like with the blinds up or down kind of thing but when we discovered then that it 629 

was all morning and then the test… that’s half a day where you’ve gotta find 630 

somewhere else for someone to work. 631 

P3:  Yea, that’s a good point, that’s a good point. 632 

P5:  err… and at this time frame we didn’t really, we had this space, but it hasn’t got a 633 

telephone of computer or… that sort of thing… so that I found quite complicated. 634 

M: Yeah 635 

P5:  And also, from my own perspective was I am worried that during those times when 636 

we were affected by those conditions is. Did I do my normal job as well as I would 637 

expect to do it in a normal condition, has that affected what I have been doing? 638 

Time will only tell when I get the complaints from all the students through [Short 639 

Laugh]. All those things, I felt, from my side it was, was too much. 640 
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M:  Yea 641 

P5:  …and certainly once a week would have been easier I think in that respect so. 642 

P10:  I think that’s a good point P5, because what I’ve just said twice a week felt ok, but 643 

August and July are our quietest period. If you were doing this now, in September 644 

and October I probably would have be more reluctant to do it because were just 645 

flat out and I would have found it, I think, a bit too stressful [Short Laugh]. 646 

PM: [Laughter] 647 

P10:  …all the time I would have been thinking like uhh I’ve gotta [/got to/] do this, I’ve 648 

gotta [/got to/] do that, where is because it was over that period for me personally, 649 

I was like, this is a quiet period it’s much more manageable but if you’re in a busy 650 

period, yea, I would be like. 651 

P5:  Which I suppose for us, it was. 652 

P8:  [Laughter] …were always in a busy period.  653 

PM: [Laughter] 654 

P10:  Yea well that’s it, were all ...yea different so it might have been more… 655 

P8:  Well I literally tried to slot it in… is it Two? Two times I started it …and then third I 656 

got midway through and I had to stop. 657 

M:  Yea 658 

P8:  …yea, so it did impact on me slightly, but not as much as I thought it would because 659 

basically I just slotted it in. 660 

M: hmm you did it that way. 661 

P4: I felt bad that I wasn’t able to do more of it for you because obviously research is 662 

important, so… 663 

P8:  We can always do with more data. 664 

P4:  Yea and given the sense of the time. 665 

P3:  I thought it was reasonable…I mean, I think… sorry… I think the point of that job 666 

was…it was very warm in there, it was very nice to get the blinds up and so, done! 667 

PM: [Laughter] 668 

P8:  Why was each cubicle different temperatures? Is it because some of us have more 669 

stuff in than the others? 670 

P4:  Some were hotter than others? 671 

P8:  Yeah, because even when the blinds were down, it was cooler in with you than it 672 

was with us for some unknown reason and when it was cooler with us, it was 673 

perishingly hot with you lot. 674 

P5:  Also the other thing is our side…we’ve got erm… 675 

P8:  more sun? 676 
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P5:  we’ve got the wall…errr in P1’s office…so that’s, whereas you’ve got… 677 

P8: …the gangway.  678 

P5:  the gangway and going around. 679 

M:  Yeah, I will definitely address that question, I just can’t address it all right now…  680 

P8: //Oh go on 681 

M: So we are getting a lot deeper, so I was still taking additional measurements at the 682 

end to work out the different ways of working out…offsetting and things like that. 683 

 684 

P10:  One thing… that it did but this isn’t entirely related to this question. But one thing 685 

that it did  highlight to me. 686 

M:  I’m just gunna [/going to/] move onto the next slide… 687 

P10:  Oh, sorry… 688 

M: No, it’s ok, its open. You can just speak about what you want… [Slide Displayed Any 689 

Other Questions] 690 

P10:  …the one thing it highlighted to me, which I didn’t quite appreciate beforehand, is 691 

how much noise affects my work and concentration. 692 

M:  Yea 693 

P10:  So even though [Short Laugh] there were real kind of pluses and minuses, so having 694 

the windows down was far too hot on some sessions, you know, you couldn’t work 695 

like that all the day… but the quietness in our space, was just like a relief, you 696 

know, it was like oh wow. I can actually hear =Jane Doe= who sits by the window 697 

with the window open, I can actually hear her talk to me, normally I have to get up 698 

and go to her desk because it’s so loud you know because of all the traffic. So, it did 699 

highlight that for me so, I was like, noise really impacts on me, more than I kind of 700 

thought. 701 

P:  Yeah 702 

P1:  I think the other issue was that some people started the tests later than others. So, 703 

I know you said between 12 and 1, but I know there were instances with people 704 

coming back and starting at twenty past 12. 705 

M: Yea 706 

P1: …and others who’d finished but come back (be like) oh and they’d start talking and 707 

eating 708 

PM:  // mmm 709 

PM: // yea 710 

P1:  Because it was over for them, it was, but it wasn’t over for others. And I remember 711 

once I tried to remember the number backwards, but people were talking just at 712 

that point… 713 
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PM:  [Laughter] 714 

PM: //yea  715 

P1:  …then you screw that number up, and you’d be like augh 716 

P10:  We all tried to start in our little pod… rough [/roughly/]… you know, within 15 717 

minutes of 12 otherwise we’d … yea. 718 

M:  But does that not then… relate to real-world conditions where you can’t… 719 

especially in open plan offices like, there’s people come in talking to you when 720 

you’re trying to write up an email, potentially? 721 

P5: I think it’s people forgot actually, I did on two occasions…I thought everyone have 722 

finished but …erm because everyone had been quiet all day until at least about 3-723 

ish when people actually remembered we were all around again…erm I said 724 

something to somebody not realising somebody was still doing the test…and then 725 

you go ‘awww God, I didn’t mean to do that’…and then of course you go sorry 726 

which doesn’t help either. 727 

PM: [Laughter] 728 

P5:  …So then you go I’m going out to lunch… So that was sort of, you know , kind of 729 

when you thought things were finished but then realised they weren’t finished and 730 

then you’d feel guilty because there trying really hard to this test really well… 731 

P6:  P3 just reminded me of something erm because I was changing desks every time I 732 

found it was unsettling… 733 

M: [Cuts in] Uh huh 734 

P6 …sat at somebody else’s desk… yea… that was something… 735 

P3:  That’s interesting… because I hot desk, I quite like slightly different, you know I 736 

mean recently yesterday I was at =Jane Doe’s= desk, today I was at =John Doe=’s 737 

desk and tomorrow I’ll be at P4’s desk but erm…………There was one particular test 738 

I was doing I think you might have asked, about, maybe I’m thinking about the 739 

noise… so I’m in the middle block, right, and where P6 normally sits that group of 740 

eight people or sort of seven because P6 did the test by moving desks erm ….and it 741 

was, it was =John Doe= who’s got quite an infectious laugh and talks fairly loudly I 742 

had to tell him to just shut up a minute. 743 

PM: [Laughter] 744 

P3:  But of course normally, it wouldn’t bother me… but because I was actually trying to 745 

concentrate… like as you say if at that time I was trying to write one of those emails 746 

that you actually had to think about rather than just say, you know, see you down 747 

the pub at 5 o’clock or whatever… if it was an email that you actually put some 748 

effort in and you wanted to concentrate, and you’d been or anyone else was 749 

making noise, maybe I would find that a distraction, but it was interesting…I think 750 

P10’s raised a good point that it’s made me more aware of noise and the traffic 751 

going past…bloody sirens, we get one every 20 minutes in our office …driving past 752 

here and they are loud 753 
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P10:   mmm... It’s so loud 754 

P3:  Yea…It has made me more aware of noise in the office. 755 

M:  And is it just noise? 756 

P5:  No, it’s a mixture of stuff… 757 

P?:  A mixture 758 

P5:  I mean… my team our work is very much we need to talk to one another about 759 

things, so we are probably the worst people to have as err open plan office people 760 

P?: [Short laugh] 761 

P5: … but also the other thing is the traffic outside is very noisy. 762 

P?:  It’s the traffic, it’s the traffic 763 

P5:  I sit by the window and I spend my entire time as soon as the phone goes…I can’t 764 

take a note because I have to close the window, because I can’t hear them and 765 

then of course I am too hot and then your opening the window and down again 766 

and of course now they are doing the building work, so you used to be able to have 767 

just have that window open… 768 

PM: Yea 769 

P5:  …with the fans…that would work…but because now they are doing that now all the 770 

dust is coming in so now you’re getting dust, noise… 771 

P3:  and a lot of noise… 772 

P5:  drilling things…the building shaking 773 

PM: Yea  774 

P5:  Yea the shaking is really quite unnerving 775 

PM:  (Inaudible Segment – Multiple conversations) 776 

P10:  But I think, ki-, just saying about the noise thing there’s different types of noise, so 777 

you’re talking about, so say if you were talking about conversations with 778 

colleagues, were a bit the same in our bit, were probably quite loud as a group 779 

because we talk quite a lot but… that’s kind of different I think, somehow to like 780 

the length of traffic going by… 781 

P5:  Yes and no… probably is fine for us in our work but these guys behind us are 782 

probably more like I wish that lot’d [/lot would/] shut up (Short laugh) particularly 783 

because they are dealing with a different sorts of work, you know, very detailed 784 

contracts and stuff erm and I do find myself thinking…’Oh God, it’s really loud!’  To 785 

turn it down a bit…that lasted about five minutes 786 

M:  I think that’s why they split you guys up 787 

PM: [Laughter] 788 

M: …one at each end of the block 789 
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M:  Ok has anyone else got any other questions? I’m basically leaving this open to you 790 

guys if you have any questions whatsoever? Or any comments? 791 

P5:  (Inaudible Comment) 792 

M:  Yes of course 793 

P5:  So just out of curiosity, how did you decide on the tests you were going to use? 794 

M:  Erm through a literature review of different tests that had been used before, so 795 

some of them are mimicking previous studies, for me to either prove that they are 796 

maybe not so good, prove that they are better alternatives, prove that potentially 797 

that we should look into other aspects in a bit more detail and that there are lot 798 

more confounding issues than what there was made out. So yea…It was  to do with 799 

a large literature review erm and then it was picking out those that are, where it 800 

has been found that there were significance in  differences in performance, for the 801 

actual test, depending on heat and light. So concentrating on those two aspects for 802 

this test battery. Where if I was looking into maybe noise I might have used 803 

different types of tests… 804 

P10:  Yea I know you were measuring that 805 

M:  …which is why some of the variables we looked at trying to control so like the air 806 

quality trying to keep it the same throughout which meant no fans, no fans , 807 

windows closed so you were all in the same atmosphere… erm but they were only 808 

a couple, so the noise was reduced so we ruled that out as a variable, the noise 809 

levels were fairly similar within those rooms … so it makes it easier to try to 810 

understand the differences between heat and light. Does that makes sense? Yea 811 

P10:  Yea thankyou 812 

P1:  Did Elsa’s project have any effect on yours? 813 

M:  I…it’s very hard to say whether it did or didn’t…erm 814 

P1:  …with the MAGIC project, you know Elsa (because they put in sensors). 815 

M:  I think erm… we worked with what data we collected. 816 

PM: [Laughter] 817 

M:  Erm yea…I mean the first session was quite an important session, but we managed 818 

to work our way around it so I think I got other people to do that first session again, 819 

at a different time and then we’ll try and work out how to work that out with the 820 

data…so it makes it a little bit more complicated but we’ll get around it…but I mean 821 

errrr, we are trying to work with MAGIC as well so there’s a big asset there because 822 

another thing we can look at is air quality and productivity…to see if there were 823 

differences within those test days and I obviously got all your responses in those 824 

offices that were having the monitoring done in those offices with CO2 levels with 825 

MAGIC. So, we are looking to see if we can combine your subjective responses with 826 

what they were measuring…so there are aspects there that were looking at, we are 827 

collaborating…but it was just… a bit of a rocky start. 828 
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P10:  Just out of interest I know there are kind of some rules around erm minimum 829 

temperatures in an office space… 830 

M:  Yes 831 

P10:  …is there weirdly not a maximum? Or? 832 

M:  No 833 

P10:  It just seems maddening to me but erm… 834 

M:  But there is in residential 835 

P10:  Yea yea… But is there something similar like you mentioned CO2 and pollution?  836 

M:  Yea 837 

P10:  Are there… like…erm sort of maximum  838 

M:  Ahhh there are… 839 

P10:  … readings that would say actually this building is, you know, way over what we 840 

would recommend for people to work in… 841 

M:  Erm…With I think workplaces are very different, there isn’t a lot of, it should be 842 

this, but there are recommendations. 843 

P10:  there are recommendations 844 

M:  …because it’s all about the owners of the building…it’s them, that make people 845 

want to have their buildings, so they see that as a return effect. Where I think there 846 

is an increasing trend now of …we all apps to be more healthy, we are all becoming 847 

more aware of our fitness and productivity…and how much we sleep at night and 848 

things like that …so its getting more and more questioned. 849 

P10:  I am just thinking… like I mean were not the only ones, that building if had slight 850 

windows open, all that pollution from the London road coming in, coming up and in 851 

from the building work… were by no means, kind of, there will be loads of buildings 852 

like that London…is that what MAGIC is measuring? 853 

M:  Yes, so they are monitoring erm, particles in the air, VOC’s, CO2, loads of different 854 

bits…they are doing it within the offices here but then also within three or five 855 

miles radius around and seeing how ventilation flows and all that kind of stuff… so 856 

we’ll see how that pans out in the end. Yea so that should be interesting. Any other 857 

questions?  858 

P3:  So, how did you feel about it all? So, are you happy it’s gone well? 859 

M:  Yes. I’m glad its done. [Laugh] 860 

PM: [Laughter] 861 

P24:  I mean there is a lot of data to be analysed, I mean in terms of… methodology and 862 

the content. Are you, with what you have seen so far, happy that you have chosen 863 

the right tests? Are you happy that you chose the right frequency?…  864 
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M:  Yes, I think… with research there is obviously, the reason for putting such a large 865 

test battery or why I was always trying to reduce it but not too much so that I don’t 866 

shoot myself in the foot but I had to make it so large because I didn’t really know 867 

100% which ones were going to come off. I know it’s all based on other researchers 868 

going ‘Yes there should be some differences when you do this’ but those tests the 869 

majority of those have only been done in the lab conditions where bringing those 870 

tests into the real world and all the other factors that actually affect people in 871 

different environments, all come into play, so- yes, I am happy with how the test 872 

battery went…there is still a lots of work to be done it terms of improvement, 873 

that’s why your feedback into it erm is really important so how we can make it 874 

better, instructions things like that and your understanding of the tests…so that’s 875 

really important to make it simpler erm so it’s a starting step into looking at 876 

productivity as not just a what you think you do but making it an objective 877 

measure. Does that answer your question? 878 

P3:  Yea 879 

M:  …I think it’s gone well, there is a lot of data…it’s been a lot of hard work and now I 880 

deserve a holiday. 881 

PM: [Laughter] 882 

M:  …but it’s been really interesting I have learnt a lot erm about loads of different 883 

aspects from…coding of the tests, creating test, to monitoring the environment, 884 

trying to work out some of the odd things that get thrown up, like I did not expect 885 

one of the rooms to always seem hotter…. And whether that’s to do with the 886 

logging and then unpicking that is the next challenge. 887 

P3:  Have you seen any… even though its early days… you may not want to comment 888 

on this until you’ve scrubbed the data but have you seen any correlation with 889 

performance, temperature, humidity….etc.? Obviously, it’s gotta vary depending 890 

on the external…whether it is a hot day or a cloudy day whatever…have you seen 891 

any correlations between with the blinds up/ blinds down because obviously at the 892 

end of the day your work is sponsored by the BBSA and I expect that what they 893 

would love to see…There you go, Window with blinds, 5 % saving on the energy, 894 

cuts down the glare, you feel better, look we’ve got the scientific evidence that has 895 

all been done independently…but at the end of the day…they are gonna [/going 896 

to/] get what they are gonna [/going to/] get…they are gonna [/going to/] get what 897 

you find…so I just wondered whether you could see anything… 898 

M:  Whether it is a pro or negative [blind research] . 899 

P3:  Yes, exactly. 900 

M:  At the moment I have been treating the data sets as separate entities. I’ve seen 901 

some little patterns but it’s been very from afar at the moment…the amount of 902 

data that we’ve had downloading and collected…it’s been more about 903 

maintenance of that data, making sure that I’m keeping it, logging it, and then 904 

trying to organise it so that I can make some, some like erm some some evaluations 905 

as I am going through encase I need to make tweaks so like in the last week we ran 906 

another base test so I don’t know whether you noticed but the last week you both 907 
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had the blinds down again…because I noticed some anomalies which I wasn’t quite 908 

happy with so I wanted to re-check some measurements and then so those are the 909 

things that were important running through. And obviously making sure that your 910 

productivity stuff was all being logged, and it makes sense and that the participants 911 

participating in it was all uploading correctly and verifying. So, I am treating as 912 

separate for the moment and the next stage I will bring it all together…so we will 913 

first be looking at erm what you think about your productivity, so there was a 914 

question in there saying do you think or something along the lines of do you think 915 

you are going to be productive in this test etc or what do you think of your 916 

productivity level. ermm So that is one of the key methodologies of how 917 

productivity is actually assessed, they just ask the occupants. Do you think your 918 

productivity is impacted? And we are gonna [/going to/] examine that with the 919 

object- objective measures and see if there is a pattern… and then we are gonna 920 

[/going to/] bring in the environmental  constraints as well... but we’ll see. 921 

M:  Thank you very much again and thank you for coming. 922 

End of Interview 923 
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Perceptions of
Tests &

 Questionnaires

 Believed Performance 
on the Tests & 

Questionnaires

General 
Attitude 

Towards ...

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

...windows open would affect me more...394-395

...I tried like three or four strategies to remember the 
numbers (referring to Working Memory).151

I found a strategy in the end that worked…(referring to Working 
Memory)154

We all tried to start in our little pod… roughly… within 15 
minutes of 12 otherwise we’d … yea.682-683

Frequency of 
Tests & 

Questionnaires

The test became quite routine afterwards it was too easy to keep on doing… 186-187

...on the very first day remembering all the pictures and then it becomes so 
boring for 2 minutes, waiting...
... it was too long...191-193 (referring to Long-Term Memory Test)

I found the two days were a bit much… I’m not 
complaining about it… 589 -590

…certainly once a week would have been 
easier I think in that respect so. 610

I suppose I’ve got nothing to compare it to…but it felt like... it felt ok... 574

....two (tests per week) seemed, like, manageable… 577

It did get easier... Just because you 
kind of knew what to expect, you 
knew what was coming...125 -126

...it felt like I was doing it quicker, so it felt less onerous... 404 - 405

 ...definitely towards the end felt a bit more like… 
ok…(short laugh) got into the routine of it I 
suppose a little bit…yeah the fact that you were 
doing it maybe twice a week...126 -128

...it felt quicker, over the period of time, the number of weeks... 
yea that kind of felt easier 406-407

...well by the end of it... I thought at least i know whats coming so...424

I wrote it down162...It didn’t say that that you can’t write it down, did it?168 
(referring to the Backward Digit Task)

...after 2, 3 tests it was always the same one because one of them was grapes ... 
or something, I don’t remember now, so I could remember that immediately so... 
220-222 (referring to short term memory test)

With data entry I was getting a lot quicker...432 but when it came to the 
grammar and then remembering what was in the text (Short Term 
Memory), ...because I was concentrating more on what I was reading so I 
could remember that that’s what’s gonna be asked 434-436

I thought it was reasonable… 634

... twice a week felt ok, but August and July are our quietest period. If you were 
doing this now, in September and October I probably would have be more 
reluctant to do it because were just flat out and I would have found it, I think, a 
bit too stressful. 611-614

...as it went on, you know, it felt that some of things felt a bit easier… erm I 
think it is just at the very beginning because you wanted to do so well. 
554-556

You started becoming complacent. 452

Yes, I only did 50% of them.  455

So, yours would have been harder. 459

…so you weren’t exposed to it as much, so it might have felt like you weren’t kind 
of getting in the momentum. 463-464

Or the repititon. 465

I am worried that during those times when we were affected by 
those conditions is. Did I do my normal job as well as I would 
expect to do it in a normal condition, has that affected what I 
have been doing? Time will only tell when I get the complaints... 
604-608

… some days I thought that was alright and other days it was 
like that was terrible. 359-360

I wish I could have opened the window a bit more often at 
times.327-328

...those two days where I wasn’t having a good time (with) it. 
I really struggled with it, to the point that the computer was 
very close to going out of the window. 564-565

...if it was particularly hot day…and the windows were down and you couldn’t put any fans 
on or anything…and I think if you had been sat at your desk since 9 o’clock and you took 
the test at 12 or something… that situation definitely impacted on me…351-353

It was shocking… my nails are terrible… 253  I think it’s to do with 
the DIY I’m doing… not the tests I’m sure. 256

I think the typing test I found most difficult...268

 I found that quite hard, yea it was like what kind of animal…what 
name or what... (Referring to Short Term Memory Test) 223-224

That was sad for me. (Referring to SBS Symptom Survey) 249

At least you have hair... 251

...the first time you went into it you were not scared but a bit 
nervous because you probably wanted to make sure it was 
good enough..421-423

...it annoyed me...(Referring to feedback on Working Memory 
Test)530

... I enjoyed doing it. 119-120

Remembering the pictures…the long-term thing170 That was 
good / Oh yea/ mmmm / yea171

[Cuts In] I quite liked the coloured box thing.260 If I had to pick a 
favourite that would have been my favourite. 263

erm I mean it was good fun I particularly did like the colour 
ones323 (referring to Stroop Test)

...in the first few sessions you were kind of, I was kind of excited 
about it 544-545

You did try...try and do your best on it each time...563

... I was quite enthusiastic and excited to do it because you 
know it was for your research...549-550

I wrote it down162...It didn’t say that that you can’t write it down, did 
it?168 (referring to the Backward Digit Task)

NEUTRALNEGATIVE

NEUTRAL

Maybe it was there to fluster you...217 (referring to Grammar Test) 

NEUTRAL

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

It did get easier... Just because you kind of knew what to expect, 
you knew what was coming...125 -126

...it felt like I was doing it quicker, so it felt less onerous... 404 - 405

...it felt quicker, over the period of time, the number of weeks... yea that kind of 
felt easier 406-407

With data entry I was getting a lot quicker...432 
...as it went on, you know, it felt that some of things felt a bit easier… erm I 
think it is just at the very beginning because you wanted to do so well. 554-556

NEUTRAL

... I found by the time I got to the test I was actually really, really 
angry… and I never get really, really angry... 379 - 380

I had a couple of occasions where I had a lot going on in the office and was also really hot 
and sticky and really headachy... 378-379

I hadn’t had much sleep the night before for a variety of reasons... 359-360 because bearing 
the horrendous heat and the lack of sleep…did have an impact and it shows that if you are 
less than optimum…it really did, I felt degrade your ability.367-368

POSITIVE

…if I’m told the task I’ll 
remember where, if I’m not 
told a task I won’t. (referring 
to Short Term Memory Test) 
180

NEUTRAL

Thematic Map 
of Focus Group Data

Assessing the Study Design

Perceptions of 
Interventions on 

Participants

Behaviour

...they altered the light... 41

...more focussed and quieter... 63

...the new blinds gave that sense you were connected to the outside 
world. 38-39

Visual 
Comfort

..the quietness in our space, was just like a relief... 664

=John Doe=’s a big fan of them were going to 
keep them up (partitions) going forward.15-17

I didn’t like them…the partitions, so... the partitions did make me feel 
a little bit like you were er… partitioned [laugh]. For me it was better 
to have it open, that made me feel as a part of the team. So that bit 
did impact me in a (negative way). 24-26

I think the notice boards (partitions)… because they were 
for longer desks were a problem because a few people did 
accidentally fall into them.18-19

mmm…. only the trunking on the floor.3 ( In response to Question 3 )

If supposedly I was in a normal environment I would be opening and 
shutting the windows, I tend not to use the fans as much unless I 
absolutely have to umm because I actually don’t like the feeling of 
the fan on me, but umm I found that quite difficult because normally 
my blinds would be particularly in the summer months my blinds 
maybe would be half way down just so that it stopped people getting 
sunlight in their eyes rather than anything else...  99-103

...if I’d been sat there longer on a hot day I’ll be a bit like… argh… here 
we go... 355-356

I liked the fact... when they were down i could still see out 34

...they were of value when it was really sunny (and) you have no other 
option but to have the blind down. 41-43

...they are (the new blinds) are better for the purpose of its too sunny i 
need to pull the blind down. 46-47 

...when I think or I try to settle information in my brain, I like to look 
out of the (short laugh) window at the tree or something just so that 
my brain start to filter things out. So, I actually like the fact I can still 
see outside.35-37 

It’s made me more aware of noise and the traffic going 
past…bloody sirens, we get one every 20 minutes in our 
office… driving past here and they are loud. 713-715

It has made me more aware of noise in the 
office. 717

..if you had to have the blinds down60... the new 
ones are better. 62

I think they (the blinds) were better than the old set 59

It (did seem) very bright as well…without the blinds down…  
presumably because you get daylight coming at you, so it seemed 
harsh.94-95

..it’s better to have the windows, blinds up...59

...it felt enclosed. So the inside felt alot warmer...52-53 

...the lights were a lot stronger and I don’t like the artificial light 45

Yeah, it affected the atmosphere as well... It felt very quiet.54 

...it’s a little bit depressing having blinds down.38

I thought they were depressing... I would only have them down, if I 
needed them down...40

...it was like being in a sad National Trust place where the fabrics fade 44

...it made the office look more clinical...69

It’s really dark, it’s really dingy. 48

It was pretty grim, you know we had a pretty good summer, with some 
pretty high temperatures... 80

...it was a bit frustrating…You couldn’t open the blind (or) open the 
window or turn the fan on. 83-84

…not having any air in, made it it [stutter] like…slight smell, and you come in and it’s like 
you’d notice, immediately... 86-87,89

Not being able to open the window or turn on the fan. 78

And the light. 79

Smelt of building 91

Understanding of 
Tests & Questionnaires

Approach to 
Tests & Questionnaires

Operation of Tests 
& Questionnaires

..said hit enter but you didn’t hit enter on it, that was just slightly 
irritating... (referring to instruction page)134

...it was a bit glitchy or I was not quiet precise enough... 132 -133 (referring to the 
Data Entry Test) ...that would hinder your performance as it wouldn’t change 
pages for me either so that was naughty...135 -136

I made the same mistake twice, nearly three times…on the booklet 
exercise when you had to do plus three and minus three and then they 
alternate… that was like,  Aaargh, I‘ve done it again! 137- 139,146

If I had known that I wasn’t gonna see it again… I probably would have 
tried... (referring to Long-Term Memory Test)172

I didn’t have a clue….I didn’t have a clue what that was about… 
(refering to Grammar Test) 119

...I stopped trying so I only did the four that I was really confident 
with and the last sort of four sessions I went ‘oh sod it’ I’m just 

going to go for it and I just added the whole load of others 
that  I thought may or may not ‘ave been on there...(re-

ferring to Long-Term Memory Test)201-204

...when you came in, your first reaction was oh were in a test 
environment, so you might not have said things that you would 
have done as openly as you perhaps did in the afternoon.66-68

(The) questionnaire at the end suddenly you 
were asking about your nose, your hair is 

dry… I will always say 50%. (referring to 
SBS Survey) 238-239

I was guessing…208  (Referring to Grammar Test)

...you didn’t understand the marking scheme…so you didn’t know… if it 
was a good thing to write something if you were not 100% sure or 
not...(referring to Short-Term Memory Test)232 - 234

...it was too long…I‘d type it up and then I’d go and do something.  194

It covers a range of different skills and attributes that we 
possibly might be using on a  particular day...333-334

But we know were doing this subconsciously anyway in a day,… in 
our daily activities and we don’t realise were doing it. 336-337

In the end I couldn’t remember 
them…I would just guess… 412 

(Referring to Long Term 
Memory Test)

…they made me feel thick. 110 

Just make sure this doesn’t get to my boss, ok.181

Well I didn’t do very well still. 108

My performance was… poor. 280

the typing wasn’t the best….

I didn’t know much about the specific reasons for the tests...and I think 
that on the data entry one….I was trying to do it on speed130-131

I was kind of a little bit erm confused I suppose…about how the 
test conditions would affect that information… because that’s 
the kind of information you either know or you don’t know... 
(referring to Grammar Test)211 - 213

I assume that’s like part of the 
tests, different ways that 
memory cognition 
work...176-177

I was changing desks every time I found it was unsettling…696-697

...some people started the tests later than others. 670…and others who’d 
finished but come back... and they’d start talking and 
eating...674....Because it was over for them... but it wasn’t over for others. 
And I remember once I tried to remember the number backwards, but 
people were talking just at that point…677-678 ...then you screw that 
number up, and you’d be like argh681

I think (it had) a bit of everything to be honest.295

I thought also the, believe it or not, the coloured ones because that’s 
all about your reactions. ((referring to the Stroop Test) 297-298

...so alot of it did require you to make kind of like choices and 
decisions and that’s..., we are doing that all of the time.305-306

I think it covered different components. 331

...a lot of what most of us are having to do is, is to react to 
things umm either positively or negatively depending on what 
it is 300...so I thought there was some relevance there.303

Maybe grammar test as well, because it made you think about 
the construction of your sentences and even when your 
writing emails, making sure what your saying is very clear so 
there’s no kind of… so you’re not misunderstood.307-309

...those tests had clearly been designed to do our number skills, 
typing skills…I think the last one particularly I was hot and 
sweaty, and I was quite tired. It’d be interesting to see how I did, 
bit worse on that one, than my average over the others perhaps 
but I felt...from that perspective it was about right.583-587

...It picked up quite well what you felt about the environment and 
everything but if you were feeling like really crappy in the morning 
and you were affected by different factors… there wasn’t that, I feel 
really bad today. I have a lot going on in my life…and it’s like there’s 
was one little question saying yes, no, maybe factors and I thought 
that was one of the things that sort of worried me...369-370

...if I was only sat there for half an hour before I took the test… then I’d be a bit 
more … relaxed about it, …whereas if I’d been sat there longer on a hot day I’ll 
be a bit like… argh…354-356

… I was trained as a touch typist so what I found that I just kept typing even 
though the minute probably finished a minute ago ... And that took me two or 
three times to actually make myself look at the screen periodically...268-271

Acoustic 
Comfort

Control

Thermal 
Comfort

...so having the windows down was far too hot on some sessions... 663

NEGATIVE

Mood

Air 
Quality

POSITIVE

... to begin with I thought that piece of information was quite 
demoralising because I thought… I got more than two right 
like I got four two-digit ones… all those right…so that 
frustrated [me]…so then I just ignored it...485-488

I didn’t like the grammar ones at all, but then I knew that was something 
I didn’t really understand or what it wanted from me...545-547

From the memory the images we would have spent more time 
looking at them and remembering them if you knew each week you 
knew you had to do it... (referring to Long-Term Memory Test)409-410

I think it lied…476  (Referring to feedback on Working 
MemoryTest)

Then I didn’t understand the long-term memory thing, I mean, I read 
that and then I studied it as if it was gonna be long term memory… but 
when it said long-term memory test next, I thought what do you mean? 
556-558

...that result was confusing...503-505  (Referring to feedback on 
Working MemoryTest)

...for the first few days I wasn’t feeling well, I don’t think, so I 
don’t think I did so well on the tests…396-397

... I wasn’t doing very well… 552-554 ...erm I think it is just at the 
very beginning because you wanted to do so well. 555

...it was a bit frustrating…You couldn’t open the blind (or) 
open the window or turn the fan on. 83-84

POSITIVE

I always just think, how those tests… other than that ( the text typing 
test) really, really helped to be honest...319-321

...it’s harder for us to understand the relationship between the perfor-
mance of the tests and our actual roles not because there isn’t one, it’s 
just not directly related unlike others in different roles. Like someone 
with more of an admin job. 340-343

Tests &
 Questionnaires

Interventions

NEGATIVE

NEGATIVE

You did try...try and do 
your best on it each 
time...563

...more focussed and quieter... 63

Yeah, it affected the atmosphere as well... It felt very 
quiet.54 

Well I think the figure tests probably… relates to a lot of what I do.286  
(referring to Plus and Minus)
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